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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Closing Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations of the
Electric Power Evaluation Report of March 1972

Attached, for information, is a copy of a confidential report
entitled "Closing Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations of the
Electric Power Evaluation Report of March 1972", prepared by the Opera-
tions Evaluation Department. This report, which is the first of its
kind, takes up again each of the recommendations originally contained in
the first evaluation report issued, "Operations Evaluation Report:
Electric Power", dated March 10, 1972 and distributed to the Executive
Directors under cover of Secretary's memorandum R72-55; it reviews and
assesses Bank action related to each point and overall since the evaluation
report was completed.
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PREFACE

This Closing Report is an outcome of the follow-up proce-
dures applied by the Operations Evaluation Department to its first

report, containing quite complex recommendations to the Bank Group:

"Operations Evaluation Report - Electric Power" dated March 1972.
Under these follow-up procedures, responses to the recommendations

were first solicited from the concerned operating departments and

discussed with them before they were put into final form; a little
over one year later a review was carried out of the related work
throughout the Bank Group in the interim; that review led to the

preparation of the first draft of this report, whose wide distribu-
tion and discussion within the Bank Group over the last nine months

has helped draw attention again to the issues that emerged from the
original studies and to the work done on them by various parts of
the BAnk Group over the last few years.

The excellent cooperation of the Bank Group Staff, and
especially of the Public Utilities Department, most heavily concerned,
in the follow-up and review process ismost gratefully acknowledged.
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CLOSING REPORT ON ACTIONS RELATING TO

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

ELECTRIC POWER EVALUATION REPORT of March 1972

In 1971 the Operations Evaluation unit carried out, as one of its

first efforts, a review of Bank operations in the electric power field, mainly

on the basis of ex-post assessments, against original objectives, of a large

and diversified sample of projects for which the Bank had lent a cumulative

total of about $1 billion to ten different power companies -- three in

Colombia and one each in Argentina, Brazil, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malaysia, Mexico

and Singapore. The results of this study were presented in "Operations

Evaluation Report: Electric Power" (IBRD Report No. Z-17) dated March 1972.

Bank assistance to the Colombian power sector was also treated somewhat 
more

comprehensively in one chapter of the report "Bank Operations in Colombia:

An Evaluation".(IBRD Report No. Z-18) which was issued shortly thereafter.

Both studies included certain suggestions regarding future Bank activity in

the field of electric power which were discussed with the relevant operating

departments both before and after presentation of these reports 
to the Execu-

tive Directors and were in the main agreed to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the present document is to report briefly on actions

since taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. It is based on a

review of relevant research papers and operational guidelines issued by the Bank

in 1972-74 and of appraisal reports for power loans approved in FY 1974; on a

series of discussions in July 1974 with all operating units principally respon-

sible for electric power work; on comments received in October and November on

the first draft of this report; on a meeting with relevant Bank managers early

in December 1974; and on comments provided early in 1975 on a revised draft of

the present report. After recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation

studies and indicating the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of

electric power, this report systematically summarizes each of the original sugges-

tions, the response that the Bank operating departuants gave at the time and

relevant actions since taken. An overall assessmat is given in the concluding

paragraphs.

The evaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system

expansion achieved in the developing countries between 1950 and 1970 had

depended crucially on Bank financing and concluded that the wider pattern of

Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation

that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run

(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvements

in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable

selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international

competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent

construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instances

made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging

amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to

permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which had

become steadily better in form, showed evidence of having been causative

factors in the continuous improvement of financial performance demonstrated

by most of the companies. Notable internal organizational improvements had

also been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases

among all ten that still showed considerable institutional weakness were ones

where, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply
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within relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had
occurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been
hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough
to raise doubts in retrospect as to the economic validity of projects
selected. Only in few cases had there been temporary unproductive building
ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that
the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own
selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-
ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related
to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely
bypassed in the past and on which they not infrequently themselves wanted
advice. How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to grow?
How much can electricity supply induce development or improvements in
efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agriculture)? How much
expenditure should be allocated to electrification of villages or small
towns presently unserved, and how should they be selected? How much effort
should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power system as opposed
to improving reliability standards on the existing system? What are appropri-
ate risks of load shedding to run under different economic conditions? Under
what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic viewpoint to
provide power at less than cost to serve? The report asked the Bank to
develop appropriate methods of analysis and project appraisal to help bring
answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in
FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real
terms 20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in
1969-73 and envisaged for 1974-78. 1/ The number of projects, at 14, was
about the same as the average number approved in each of the previous five
years; but three of the loans were in excess of $100 million, including one
of $148 million, the largest single project loan ever made by the Bank, for
the Elbistan lignite-fired thermal plant in Turkey. A somewhat surprising
trend, in light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year
in the share of power distribution in khe Bank Group's lending and in the
projects supported, as shown by the following table: 2/

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.

2/ The table refers only to lending directly for power utilities. In most
years there are a few loans/credits for other principal purposes which
also include a small power component, generally mainly distribution.
But the total amounts involved are not usually very significant
compared with the magnitudes given above. For instance, two of the
larger provisions of this sort in FY 1974 were US$ 2.4 million (out of
a total US$ 25..0 million loan) for a US$ 3.7 million power distribution
component of the Korea Kyongju Tourism Project (Ln. 953-KO) and US$ 1.0
million (out of a total US$ 30.0 million loan) for a US$ 2.2 million
distribution component of the Greece Nestos and Yannitsa Irrigation
Scheme (Ln. 991-GR).
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IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(current US$ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs b/ 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a/ excluding three small supplementary loans committed under amendments
to earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-
inantly or'very largely for distribution expansion -- in such countries as
Argentina, Brazil, Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey -- and another four
projects included some distribution component. FY 1974 power lending
included two projects with a distributicn component and in both it was quite
small. The first integrated rural development project to have an electric
power component 1/ was the Mexico Papaloapan Basin Rural Development Project
for which a loan was approved in October 1974; further rural development
projects in Mexico are expected to follow suit in this respect.

An important innovation in the Batk's power work, sponsored by the
new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization
in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publications of
research papers and operational guidelines. In 1973 and 1974 numerous
papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been published in this
form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation with other inter-
national agencies to a major review of the changing relevance of nuclear
power for developing countries. Some of the research done on electricity
pricing and rural electrification has culminated in an important policy
statement on the economic analysis of public utility projects, 2/ carrying
the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating how the
incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in the last few

1/ The Bank's loan of US$ 50.0 million included a US$ 5.0 million contribu-
tion for a US$ 10.0 million rural power distribution component of the
project designed to bring grid electricity to 106 villages with nearly
140,000 inhabitants, raising the percent of people in the Papaloapan
Basin with electricity connections from about 41% now to 48% on project
completion.

2/ Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects (September 30, 1974).
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years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis once the relationship
between prices charged for utility services and their marginal costs is
established.

1. System Extensions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should expedite work to develop
techniques for analyzing the economic validity of extending public power
supply to new areas, such as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages
or small towns or larger regions presently unserved.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter
on a priority basis and to identify economic and social effects of system
extensions to smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical
ways to improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for
justifying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order
to meet social objectives.

Review of Action: The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major
research study of rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced
a number of internal instructions and papers relating to the economic justifi-
cation of such schemes.l/ Further field study is underway in connection with
a small rur&l electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in
February 1972. The major conclusions derived from these studies can be sum-
marized:

a) Rural electrification is best undertaken within the framework
of an integrated regional development program, and even in the
(usual) absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as
possible to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that
the village average per capita income be above a particular
"threshold"level (for example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at
which demand begins to develop, but growth in demand can be very
rapid and it is essential to focus on the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power
(mainly increases in production made possible by power supply and
savings on alternative fuels) can and should be routinely assessed
for productive uses of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village
industries, water supply works).

d) For household consumers, comparable benefits in excess of prices
charged (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of
higher-quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at

1/ Public Utility Note 6, "The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"
(August 1, 1973), and IBRD Report No. 517, "Issues in Rural Electrifica-
tion" (July 24, 1974), distributed under Secretary's Memorandum SecM74-
636 of September 12, 1974.
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reasonable cost and may well normally be sufficiently small that
revenue projections may generally be taken as a reasonable indicator
of gross benefits of such consumption, implying that electrification
for households alone in rural areas is generally unlikely to be
economic.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rather than a
medium-run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the
economic analysis of both the prospective growth of demand and of
possible scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the
early years because of the generally high initial investment costs,
the need particularly at first to promote the use of the service,
or social reasons (to help small business and low-income families),
but subsidies (or taxes) should be made explicit and tariffs should
within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level and structure of
long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure efficient
allocation of resources and to avoid inequities with the much larger
number of rural families in most developing countries who remain
without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early 1980s).

g) .Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educa-
tional or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently
significant to warrant undertaking a project whose incremental
return based on financial returns plus an allowance for productive
users' benefits (in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the
opportunity cost of capital, but this can only be a matter of
judgment.

The results of this research were only put into final form towards the end of
FY 1974, and none of the appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA
in that year reflect any of this work. However, a preliminary appraisal,
giving special attention to economic justification and partially drawing on
the Bank's research, has been made of a major rural electrification project
(involving many tubewells and agro-industry) in India. Direct application of re-
search results is underway for a rural electrification project being prepared in
Iran. Further projects are under active early consideration for Northeast
Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand and Tunisia. Efforts are also planned in 1975 to
examine the situation of rural electrification in poorer countries, especially
in Africa, to see whether the approaches so far developed can be applied
directly or whether further research is required. Bank/IDA financing for
several African rural electrification projects is envisaged for later years.

2. New Connection Policies

Original Recommendation: The Bank should try to assess, in the
economic evaluation of power projects at both the selection and appraisal
stages, whether utility policies regarding the connection of new customers
and extension of distribution systems are satisfactory in the sense that they
respond to any opportunities that may exist for accomplishing significant
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development benefits from spread of electrification -- for example, increasing
efficiency of small industry or aiding production and education in rural and
marginal urban areas.

Bank Response: The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would
be made in the course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by
the results expected from the research discussed under Recommendation 1 which
would be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

Review of Action: The Bank's own research and India's experience
of rural electrification do indicate that the application of electricity for
agricultural and industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial
development benefits. However new connection policies do not yet appear to
be assessed by appraisal missions for power projects generally, and few

appraisal reports have even given a projection of the number of new consumers
expected to be connected. This may in part reflect the very low share of

distribution in recent power leading and the fact that some loans have been to

bulk suppliers, although, from the point of view of project justification and

utilization, new connection policies of ultimate retailers would seem to
warrant attention, whatever the Bank is directly helping to finance.

Now appraisal reports are beginning to give projections of the
number of new consumers expected and appraisal guidelines are being revised
to require collection of basic data on new connection policies and charges,
at least in cases where this is reasonably easy because the borrower is sub-

stantially involved in distribution as well as in generation and transmission;
in the case of countries where there are numerous power utilities or where
the Bank's main borrower is a bulk generation and transmission company, this
work will probably only prove possible in the course of sector studies.
Experience in the assessment of these data will have to be developed, but

rigorous application of the new approach adopted to economic evaluation of
public utility projects, emphasizing the relationship between marginal costs
of supply and charges, but also incorporating development benefits, should
eventually enable the Bank to advise its borrowers constructively on whether
the pace of connection of new consumers should, from the economic point of

view, be accelerated or reduced.

Consideration is being given to an effort in FY 1976 to develop
Bank familiarity with, and policy on, the special problem of new connection
policies in marginal urban areas, where electrification may be very worth-
while economically but unattractive financially due to the difficulty of
obtaining adequate customer capital contributions from these typically poor
areas and of subsequently charging there tariffs different from those in the

rest of the urban area.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

Original Recommendation: The Bank should encourage country author-
ities and power companies to find appropriate institutional mechanisms for
mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.
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Bank Response: The Bank undertook to be on the lookout for success-
ful experience in this field with a view to incorporating it in projects
supported or otherwise propagating it, but it did not think that any general

guidelines could be prescribed.

Review of Action: The Bank's rural electrification research touched
usefully on the role of cooperatives in rural power supply and pointed out
that the labor component of a rural electrification project may constitute up
to 25% of total investment costs, so that use of self-help arrangements may
make the scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. The
Bank is aware of some successful applications of self-help in the power field,
both in actual construction of distribution systems (mobilization of community
financial contribution and manpower) and, perhaps even more important, in
operation, administration and billing. Some examples are Andhra Pradesh,
Colombia and Turkey. But no effort yet seems to have been made in operational
work to propagate experience.

The Bank has now agreed to try to have operating staff prepare, at
convenient moments, brief notes on experiences of this sort for dissemination
through the regular information channels established over the last years.

4. Generation and Transmission Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: The Bank should help develop, and require
of utilities and consultants, more systematic procedures for rational determi-
nation of reliability standards appropriate to different countries and areas,
with a view to eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justifi-
cation of standards selected.

Bank Response: The Bank indicated its agreement with this general
proposal but emphasized the difficulties of estimating the economic costs
involved by lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were
intended to lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard of risk
of failure to supply implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet
assess the economic optimality of this standard.

Review of Action: The related research was cut short by staff
shortages, but some useful notes were circulated. 1/ A recent system-planning
study for the Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) of Mexico, presently
under study in the Bank, reviewed the various generation and transmission
reliability standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well
as some crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a
particular reliability standard. The Bank states that many other borrowers
have been increasingly adopting computerized system-planning models which deal
explicitly with the probability of load shedding and facilitate consideration

1/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20, 1973).
See also Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for
Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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of alternative standards of bulk supply reliability.l/ The Bank staff has

continued to review these matters in connection with lending operations on

the basis of experience and judgment, but it is doubtful whether they are

getting more systematic attention than in the past and it cannot be said

that appraisal reports yet carry explicit statements of the risk of failure

to supply.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact that

many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been suffering

shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk transmission capacity
and (although this does not generally show in the forecasts beyond a few

years out) some may well be expected to continue to do so, with the new

prospects, especially in some cases, of more rapid growth of demand for
electricity, following the increase of oil prices, and higher costs to meet

it. Yet there seems to be general agreement on the importance of this

subject and the worth of trying to give it more systematic attention. The
Mexican study, referred to above, is being summarized for circulation, and

appraisal guidelines are being revised to refer more fully to the problem.

The difficulty is always in estimating the costs to the economy of any
particular lowering of standards; the corresponding savings in power system
costs are not difficult to calculate. Even with this difficulty, the Bank

has suggested 2/ that estimates be made, for consideration in connection with

tariffs at.system peak, the adequacy of load-shedding arrangements and the

general circumstances of the country, of

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from
adoption of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability

than the one proposed,
and

(b) the corresponding amounts (or additional amounts) of

load shedding that might be required if this lower standard

were applied.

It would seem, in light of the importance of the subject and its significance

in any investment planning, that appraisal reports should indeed give an
explicit statement of "the risk of failure to supply implied in project

proposals", citing the reserve criterion used in planning, and translating

this into a probability distribution for different amounts/durations of load

shedding for the particular system in question; with the apparent wide spread
of system planning models now, this should not be difficult, it would present

information in a form directly comparable among countries and projects,

1/ The Bank is considering propagation of one such model itself. See below,
Section 11.

2/ Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff
Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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and its systematic use would soon lead to a better understanding of the
matter and, probably, better planning, more adjusted to the economic circum-

stances of different countries.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: Distribution standards should be subjected

to the same treatment as mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and
the Bank should encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to opti-

mize distribution standards to local conditions.

Bank Response: The Bank expressed general agreement with these
propositions and, emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties
involved, referred to planned research to be undertaken.

Review of Action: A useful note has been prepared on the aspects

that need to be examined by appraisal and other technical missions,1/ and
most of the planned research (particularly covering European practices) has

been carried out. An optimization study, of approximately the nature

suggested in the evaluation report, was called for by the Bank in connection
with the April 1973 loan for the Istanbul Distribution project.

The work so far done in or for the Bank suggests that there may be

significant scope for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended

standards in many developing countries, by improvements in qrstem and plant
design; further savings should be possible by lowering the planning standard.

There is considerable interest in this subject within the Bank. It is

envisaged that some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek
scope for reducing the cost of distribution, particularly an East African
review partly stimulated by concern about the possibility of distribution
standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant study focussing
on this aspect has been underway in Ghana, at the initiative of the Ghanaian

authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission to the Bank.
The Bank's Research Committee has authorized an extension of the general
research so far done to include two case studies (one now underway in Mexico)
and the preparation of guidelines to judge the adequacy of distribution plans
and the benefits of alternative standards.

6. Urban Context

Original Recommendation: Appraisal and sector reports could usefully
consider power in its urban context and treat explicitly the question of

balance between power and other services and facilities in terms of the quan-
tity and quality of their supply.

1/ Public Utilities Note 4, "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution",
(June 28, 1973).
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Bank Response: The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had
neither the opportunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy
and quality of other services compared with power and that anyway these were
not in practice very serious issues, except possibly in rare instances in
which case they would be given special treatment -- as was being done at the
time in a particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans
for different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these
issues would be treated in t1he Bank's operations at the time of developing
the country lending program and in discussions with Governments as to appro-
priate projects for Bank consideration.

Review of Action: Several cases of imbalance of urban services,
with power being consistently more plentiful and better in quality than other
services (particularly water), without any clear economic justification, have
been encountered by the Operations Evaluation Department in its work on
completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem has existed,
at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does not continue.
But there is no easy solution, and the evaluation report recommendation was
probably oversimplified. Appraisal is really too late a stage for the subject
to be most usefully considered. More fundamentally, while the "consumer's
view" is very important, it requires sectoral specialists to develop and cost
means of improving the different services to different standards, and no
satisfactory way has yet been found of calculating cost-benefit ratios or
economic returns fully comparable between sectors. Perhaps the best that can
be said is ihat Bank program officers should be aware that this problem has
arisen in the past and they should try to delve into it a little at the
earliest stage of project consideration by appropriate enquiries about the
relative availability and coverage of different services and plans for their
expansion. This sbould then enable an appropriate statsmnt in President's
Reports, presenting project proposals, about the prospects for a reasonable
balance in service supply.

7. Tariff Structures

Original Recommendation: The Bank should further increase the
attention given in recent years to tariff structures, systematically analyzing
wherever possible the extent to which tariffs charged to different consumer
groups reflect social marginal costs so that deviations may be explicitly
justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxation of inelastic consumers,
(b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because of resultant economic
benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

Bank Response: The Bank accepted this recommendation and planned
research, case studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it
stressed, as an obstacle to progress, the shortage of qualified people in the
Bank and in borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

Review of Action: With the aid of consultants the Bank has
produced research papers 1/ of particularly high quality in this area,

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of
Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1974) and
Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,

1974); also Public Utility Note 14, "Incremental Cost Pricing for Utilities"
(January 16, 1975).
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undertaken case studies (in Sudan and Tunisia) and prepared the guidelines

envisaged.l/ The specific points raised in the evaluation report recommenda-

tion now appear to be very generally accepted. Virtually all appraisals of

power projects now include some treatment of the borrower's tariff structure,
and the Bank has increasingly raised questions about major deviations between
charges to particular consumer groups and the costs to supply them, and
itself studied them in detail or called for their review by consultants and
borrowers (for instance in Burma, Sudan, Malawi, Syria, Turkey, Algeria,

Iceland, in recent years). Actual adjustment of borrower tariffs in light of
the Bank's new emphases in this regard appears to be still in the future, but
it is, for instance, very much under discussion in the case of Tunisia. The
Bank's analysis will be further deepened as the research results are fully
applied and as the new approach to economic evaluation of utility projects
mentioned earlier comes into general use. The main constraint to more
frequent analysis of tariff structures against marginal costs appears to have
been the shortage of appropriate Bank and consultant staff.

8. Shadow Prices

Original Recommendation: Shadow prices should be used in the

economic analysis of project validity in all appropriate circumstances, and
they may be reflected if necessary in utility tariffs.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that ideally shadow prices should
be used in benefit/cost analysis, project selection, design, and construction

and in the setting of tariffs, although in practice at the time their use was
largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculations

of internal economic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data) and
their use in design and bidding would be difficult in reality.

Review of Action: Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural
electrification schemes and of tariff structures and on economic evaluation
of utility projects do recommend that shadow prices for foreign exchange,
labor and capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis,
project selection, marginal cost pricing and internal economic return calcu-
lations. Actually there has been a widespread recognition of their useful-
ness; shadow prices have been used mainly in the selection of least-cost

alternatives (Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco and Iceland), in a few instances in
economic return calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost
and tariff reviews (Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies
(Tunisia and Sudan) did not use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance
to these countries -- apparently because of difficulty in obtaining suggested
values from the Bank's country specialists. Finally, shadow prices have not
been included in the documentation provided to consultants responsible for
early selection and design of projects considered for Bank financing.

1/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pricing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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Shadow prices may actually be of greatest practical significance in
the electric field in tariff studies, where failure to use them whenever
appropriate could lead to wrong recommendations in view of the particularly
heavy foreign exchange component of electricity costs in many countries. Hence
they will become more important as the Bank increases its work on power tariffs.
The principal need now seems to be for firmer help from country specialists
in the choice of appropriate values. This problem should be eased with the
decision recently made by the Bank to undertake a special effort on the genera-
tion and application of appropriate shadow prices for selected countries in
each region, as a preliminary step to generalized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Companies

Original Recommendation: Examining the power company from the point
of view of the contribution it can make to development, it might be useful to
include regularly in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects
of the company's operations, in view of their importance in connection with
tariffs, procurement, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound
balance among utility services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied
show a very wide diversity of performance in this respect.

Bank Response: Stressing that all flows between Government and
power company, as well as internal cash generation substituting for Govern-
ment capital contributions, should and could quite easily be considered in
assessment of the fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned
to prepare instructions on this subject.

Review of Action: Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed
for review by operational missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility
Note 5 issued in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the
planned revision of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be
incorporated, and recent appraisal reports on power projects have not included
the proposed special paragraph -- although there appears to be a large amount
of agreement that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecommunica-
tion project appraisal reports have begun to include such a discussion. The
Bank has continued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting
payment of taxes or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia

and Ghana) and in others recommending or accepting exemption from such
payments as a means to improve company profitability (e.g. Philippines and
Iceland). More general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have
recently been prepared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not
only those in power.l/ It remains true that a good starting point, not
difficult, would be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various
aggregate flows (or substitutes of flows) between Government (or Governments, in
the case of countries with federal systems) and power company, perhaps with some
comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the same coun-
try; some consideration might also have to be given to internalized transfers,
e.g. out of revenues from existing urban consumers to finance investment in rural
connections, a financing form favored in the Bank's report on Rural Electrification.

1/ "Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects", July 1974.
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The Bank states that short guidelines on analysis of power
companies' fiscal contribution are now nearing completion and that the
appraisal checklist is being revised to include a reminder on this subject.

10. Utility Performance Indicators

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more systematic
attention to technical and financial indicators of utility performance other
than the overall rate of return on assets, and include in appraisal reports
simple tables showing the trends of selected indicators over past years; in
the case of serious problems, performance targets for the future could be
agreed upon during loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to
attain them) and regularly checked by project supervision missions.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that there were large potential
benefits to be obtained from more systematic use of technical and financial
performance indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more
for purposes of broad comparison between countries, to understand better
existing situations, rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Review of Action: Instructions for the systematic use of such
indicators in appraisal reports, calling for presentation of target values,
were issued-in final form in November 1973.1/ Of the projects for which loans
were made in FY 1974, many had been appraised by that time and the appraisal
report only for one (in Algeria) seriously followed the instructions, perhaps
too comprehensively -- insofar as past values are given for 108 different
items, but no targets or projected values are shown. In another, earlier case
an elaborate "Plan of Action" was developed for the improvement of a borrowing
utility in particular difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399-IND of May
1973) and was presented in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive
Directors' request during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report
after one year was circulated to the Directors in mid-1974. The "Plan of Action"
gave time targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but
no numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except
for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater
use of efficiency indicators and targets would be useful in Bank power opera-
tions, and a growing convergence of view that informal agreement with the
borrower at the time of loan negotiations on target values for a few (say 10-
15) indicators is worthwhile even when there are not serious problems. Future
appraisal reports may be expected normally to contain such performance indicators.

11. Power Planning Units

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more attention in
sector and appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the func-
tional adequacy of utility and national power planning units.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System for
Public Utilities Projects" (November 8, 1973).
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Bank Response: Pointing out that planning units needed to be
examined for the adequacy of their staff, their techniques and their influ-
ence, the Bank agreed that this was an area- requiring consistent priority.
Guidelines emphasizing these points were to be prepared.

Review of Action: In the event it was decided not to prepare full
guidelines specifically on this subject but to include coverage of it in the
Guidelines for Power Sector Studies.l/ Appraisal and sector missions have
normally given attention to the planning units, but their weaknesses are
seldom subject to quick solution, although the possibility of major progress
is illustrated by the number of companies which have moved over time from
heavy reliance on consultants to doing almost all their own planning except
of a most specialized type (e.g. in Thailand, Ghana, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco).

The Bank is constantly on the lookout for opportunities to help
strengthen local planning units -- checking consultant terms of reference
for feasibility studies to see that they include training wherever suitable
counterparts are available, intending to adapt an optimal generation expan-
sion planning program developed for IAEA 2/ to use by borrowers, including
funds in loans for development of planning units wherever appropriate and
now, for instance, actively considering a project in Liberia largely oriented
to this specific purpose.

12. Training

Original Recommendation: The Bank should systematically consider
the needs for training and opportunities for promoting and assisting it, in
project appraisals and reviews of consultant terms of reference.

Bank Response: This point was agreed to by the Bank, and covered
by the Bank's general guidelines and memoranda on training in Bank/IDA
projects.

Review of Action: Indeed, training has received in recent projects
frequent and full attention, and substantial Bank funds in some cases
(Indonesia, Papua and New Guinea). Preparation of notes to help missions
better assess the adequacy, efficiency and economy of training programs is
envisaged.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 5, of November 20, 1973.

2/ International Atomic Energy Authority: the Wien Automatic System'
Planning Package (WASP).
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13. Financial Recording and Planning

Original Recommendation: Despite improvements achieved there
remain weaknesses in borrowers' accounting systems and procedures, particu-
larly with regard to cash flow planning, which need additional emphasis.

Bank Response: The Bank stressed the time required to install
effectively improvements in accounting systems and financial planning
techniques, and it suggested that the problem might be less in diagnosis
than in follow-up on improvements proposed or agreed. To facilitate work it
envisaged the preparation of standard financial annex formats for appraisal
reports and more supervision effort in this field.

Review of Action: The standard financial formats have not yet
been agreed, but project supervision in this area has continued to receive
emphasis, especially in cases where particular problems are encountered as,
for instance, Iran recently. In some cases there may be opportunity for
economizing Bank staff resources by greater contact with, and reliance on,
borrowers' auditors,l/ but the scope for this is severely limited by the
scarcity of good auditors. As regards cash flow planning, preparation of a
periodically revised forecast is generally included in regular borrower
reporting requirements under Bank lending, but the assistance of a super-
vision mission is quite often required to help produce it.

14. World Trends in Power Financing

Original Recommendation: In view of the importance of electric
power in development investment and in developing countries' foreign debt
and of the past predominance of the Bank in this field and its desire to
diversity its lending increasingly, the Bank should consider undertaking a
systematic review of worldwide trends in capital requirements for power in
the developing countries and of prospects for financing from other sources,
to provide a perspective which would complement country and sector considera-
tions in planning power lending.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with this suggestion in principle
but pointed out that staff constraints would not permit investing in the
subject the fairly significant amount of staff time that would be necessary.

Review of Action: In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on
its member countries the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at
the global level 2/ and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general

1/ The Bank did recently issue a useful note on financial auditing: Public
Utility Guidelines 9, "Illustrative Audit Report for a Power Company"
(November 15, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8,
1974).
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considerations relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment

in electric power.l/ Insofar as the recent changes in relative fuel prices

tend to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy, in

several important respects, than previously, although generating plants

of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital require-

ments for electric power, which have long accounted for a remarkably

large part of loan financing between countries and internationally 2/, may

now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans

foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real

terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such

lending would constitute 12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming

period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the

feasibility and implications of this divergence in trends and to help

effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought

is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested

in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participations in Bank Loans

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in

1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-

ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, then

serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier

countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to b*y

participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won
by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given
to financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, their

applicability more generally has not been actively explored with export

credit agencies given the context of substantial funds available for purchasing

IBRD bonds and the fact that changes in the legal powers of such agencies

would, it is understood, probably be necessary. However, official export

credit agencies have provided very large amounts of direct financing for

Bank-assisted projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects

(in all sectors) approved over the five years FY 1969-74 - almost entirely

on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the

advantage of considerable administrative simplicity compared with most

other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible

for promoting exports would be appreciably reduced by the appearance that

funds so used do not finance additional exports and by the relative anonymity

of the arrangement.

16. Follow-up Nvaluation Sudies

Original Reeemmendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of
local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such

financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher

Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).
2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations Evalua-

tion Report: Electric Power".
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would be useful for future policy. Second, a more thorough study of the

economic validity of the Volta River Project in Ghana might be worthwhile.

Review of Action: The Operations Evaluation Department has not

had the time to pursue either of these studies to date. Doubts about the

aspects of the Volta River Project questioned in the evaluation 
have

remained and perhaps deepened, but in connection with new projects the Bank

is now giving considerable attention to possible resettlement problems,

ecological side effects and contractual terms between local authorities and

international mineral concerns, so that further study of the Volta project

might make only a limited contribution to strengthening Bank policy. The

review of actual experience with the financing of local procurement would

still seem worthwhile for execution as soon as the resources of the Opera-

tions Evaluation Department permit.

17. Central Power Institutions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should, wherever circumstances

in a country permit, encourage development of a strong central institution

in the power sector through which it might later channel lending in a

sector program manner (as in the last few years with CFE in Mexico).

Experience suggests that such an institution (not necessarily implying

regional interconnections) is essential in order to develop (a) sound and

well-coordi'nated investment planning, (b) balanced plan implementation

among regions, and (c) effective and economical use of other sources of

foreign financing such as supplier credits.

Bank Response: The Bank was generally in agreement with this

recommendation, very much in line with, and indeed drawing on, its Mwn

successful experience in earlier years in this field.

Review of Action: The Bank has continued to try to reinforce estab-

lished institutions of this type (e.g. in Brazil), to assist the development

of newly created ones (e.g. in Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), and to

encourage their emergence in other countries (e.g. India, Yugoslavia, Cameroon

and Morocco), largely for the improvements in electricity development planning

and policy that this should make possible. Relevant studies are being started,

wholly or partly at Bank request, in Colombia and Iceland. Probably the

suggested sector-lending approach, excluding detailed Bank appraisal of

project components and therefore more economical in staff time on these

aspects, could be applied more widely in countries where basically satis-

factory central institutions of the type described have now been in

existence for a number of years; a credit now envisaged for rural electri-

fication in India would necessarily be of this type, although any potential

staff time savings have in this case been more than taken up by sectoral

issues and the problems of establishing a relationship with a beneficiary

agency new to the Bank Group. The practical relevance of a time-saving

sector-lending course depends in part on the amount of financial resources

the Bank is prepared to put into power lending (see discussion under point

14 above) because the smaller it is the better it may be to ration it

around in such a way as to carry a maximum of "technical assistance" from

the Bank Group.
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18. Unified Jurisdiction of Local Power Companies

Original Recommendation: Experience suggests that the Bank can

make a major contribution by insisting on unified control of generation,
transmission and particularly distribution in urban regions.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that this point was relevant in

certain circumstances.

Review of Action: While the Bank has made very useful contribu-

tions in this direction in earlier years the need for this emphasis is

becoming rarer now with the rationalization already accomplished in many

cities and regions and with the growth of national bulk supply agencies
assuring generation and transmission. One case where the Bank has been
trying to help resolve problems of divided jurisdiction in a relatively

small area has been Istanbul, in connection with a loan approved in the
first half of 1973.

19. Institution-Building Delays

Original Recommendation: Examination of cases where the Bank
held up lending pending fulfillment by the prospective borrower of certain
institutional conditions shows that the Bank has sometimes made major
contributions to institutional strengthening in this way but more instances

where it is doubtful whether the delays were really worthwhile, partly
because they proved costly and partly because of doubt either as to whether

the objective sought was important enough to warrant this cost or as to how

effective the Bank action was in causing the change that finally came. The
value of withholding loans has to be treated on a pragmatic case-by-case
basis, bearing in mind costs and potential benefits of delays as foresee-
able at the moment of decision; general rules cannot be established.

Review of Action: Delays in power lending appear to have been
fairly limited in the past two years and sound assessment of the delays
that have occurred -- principally on the loan for the Elbistan power plant
in Turkey and on a planned loan for power development in Sudan -- would
require more study than is possible here. There may still be room for
more frequent and systematic consideration, when delays are in prospect,
of how long a delay (with its consequent costs, for instance of power

shortage or higher-cost generation) may be warranted in the interests of

any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

Original Recommendation: The rather frequent recurrence of

substantial cost overruns on projects studied, especially in some
countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be worthwhile of the
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specialized consultant firms that the Bank has sometimes hired in recent
years to check project cost estimates, especially for major civil engineering
works.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with this recommendation, for
appropriate circumstances, and planned in particular a paper on cost overruns
on projects involving substantial tunnelling which would contain specific
guidelines in this respect.

Review of Action: The paper was produced 1/ and, more generally,
there now appears to be a wide awareness in the Bank of the advantage in
some cases of having detailed revisions of cost estimates by specialized
consultants. This fairly expensive technique has actually been applied only
to one project approved in FY 1974 -- the Kafue project in Zambia --
for which it appears at present that the original estimates and those of the
specialist consultant (which were actually lower) were about equally close to
the final bids received. An individual specialist was also hired by the Bank
to check the cost estimates on the mining part of the Elbistan project.
Although cost overruns have been a major problem on some projects currently
underway with Bank support, this has been mainly due to general cost-inflation
and it does not seem that greater recourse should have been had for projects
approved in FY 1974 to specialist consultants of the type described.

Conclusions

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the Bank,
over the last two years, has accomplished a large amount of useful and
appropriate work in research and preparation of policy papers and guidelines.
Priorities seem generally to have been correct. What now appear to have been
the more important suggestions -- for instance with regard to the economics
of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution standards -- have,
for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with more
limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -- such as
the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and the suggested
study of world trends in financing for power -- received much less effort.
The Bank is undoubtedly closer now than it was two years ago to being able to
assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major dilemmas mentioned
at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the new proposals with
regard to methods of economic justification of public utility projects should

cause several of these issues eventually to be dealt with on a routine basis.

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect
of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have
been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction,"(January 17, 1974).
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect
of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use
of efficiency indicators and targets, and standard discussion of fiscal
aspects of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard to the recommenda-
tions on tariff structures, distribution standards and use of shadow prices,
among the evaluation report's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevitable time lag, especially in view of the rather
undeveloped nature of many of the original recommendations themselves,
somewhat exacerbated by a shortage of economists in the relevant period to
work on operational application of the ideas emerging from research. Most
of the projects approved for Bank/IDA support in FY 1974 were appraised 9-18
months after the original Evaluation report was issued in final form, but
its appearance had first to be followed by discussion of the validity and
significance of its recommendations and then by continuation or commencement
of work to produce the needed research or, even in the case of the relatively
simple "directly applicable" suggestions, more elaborated instructions. As
regards the projects, they may have been appraised well after the report's
appearance, but initial work on them by the Bank or consultants, even more
by the borrowers, would have started several years before -- and some of the
points raised in the evaluation report really need to come into considera-
tion at those earlier stages of project preparation if they are to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have expected readily visible
widespread reflection of the evaluation report's concerns in actual lending
operations; changes over the lastaine months alone show that the situation
is very much evolving.

Other important factors have undoubtedly been the sheer difficulty
of recruiting people with the competence and experience to work on electric
power economics and the partial diversion of available capacity that became
necessary late in 1973 to assess the implications for borrowing countries of
the drastic changes in oil prices that then occurred. These did undoubtedly
hamper the transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effec-
tive review of power appraisal reports from the economic point of view and,
most important of all, practical demonstration, in real cases, of the methods
and procedures proposed. By the end of 1974 the staffing situation seems to
have somewhat improved as a result of both recruitment and reduction of the
work pressures brought by the initial impact of the "energy spirit". But
even when power economics gets it full planned complement of six or seven man-
years under present budgetary ceilings, and taking account also of the quite
tight budgetary limits on engineers and financial analysts, resources will not
permit to apply across the board all the innovations and new emphases developed.
Nor should they. To get a good allocation of the resources that are available
the departments responsible are planning to develop a system for early identi-
fication of the key qualitative objectives of lending operations in power. For
this to work effectively as a means for applying and spreading the knowledge that
the Bank has accumulated in areas that were identified in the evaluation report
as of special importance for development, it will be essential to idontify
prospective power lending operations early, rather than, as occasionally happens
now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.
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Qualitative objectives must be determined mainly by the needs of

the borrowing utility and, to a small extent, by the Bank's comparative

advantages within the field of power. But as the only part of the United

Nations significantly involved in electric power, the Bank has also somewhat

of a special and broad responsibility. Our impression remains that the

greatest general need of the borrowers, additional to those which the Bank

has long been trying to meet, is still on the side of distribution economics,

so stressed in the principal recommendations of the Evaluation Report, and

tariff structures -- which does not necessarily mean to say that the Bank

should swing its lending heavily toward distribution, although it certainly

seems likely that the share of distribution in Bank lending and Bank-supported

projects may rise to higher proportions than attained in the early 1970s,

but it does mean that an ability to provide convincing technical advice in

these fields will be very important. In the last two years the Bank has

made important advances on the economics of rural electrification and it

needs to complement these with further exploration of related issues, like

self-help organization, capital contributions, and distribution standards,

and, particularly, to apply and test in practice the research results already

reached. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-

mentary to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be to

introduce an EDI course in electric power, as is now firmly planned for

FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in

member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly appropriate

functions for the Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system in

the power field.
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considerations relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment

in electric power.l/ Insofar as.the recent changes in relative fuel prices

tend to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy, in

several important respects, than previously, although generating plants

of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital require-

ments for electric power, which have long accounted for a remarkably
large part of loan financing between countries and internationally 2/, may
now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans

foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real

terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such
lending would constitute 12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming
period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the

feasibility and implications of this divergence in trends and to help
effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought
is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested
in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participations in Bank Loans

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in

1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-
ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, then
serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier

countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to buy

participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won
by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given
to financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, their
applicability more generally has not been actively explored with export

credit agencies given the context of substantial funds available for

purchasing IBRD bonds and the fact thaat some-bhangtin 4hed&alppwer of

such agencies would probably jtaccssgry However, official export
credi-tagencies have provided very large amounts of direct financing for
Bank-assisted projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects
(in all sectors) approved over the five years FY 1969-74 - almost entirely
on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the
advantage of considerable administrative simplicity compared with most
other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible

for promotin exports, y be lessened by the appear a'nh-e~t~i-Eiiids-- 'used
aTot5EfTihance ad4SgaL Ap 9taxqrts adyby the rtivainitonymTi
aarrngement.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Original Recommendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of
local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such
financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations Evalua-
tion Report: Electric Power".
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PPaFACE

This Closing Report is an outcome of the follow-up proce-

dures applied by the Operations Evaluation Department to its first

report, containing quite complex recommendations to the Bank Group:

"Operations Evaluation Report - Electric Power" dated March 1972.

Under these follow-up procedures, responses to the recommendations

were first solicited from the concerned operating departments and

discussed with them before they were put into final form; a little

over one year later a review was carried out of the related work

throughout the Bank Group in the interim; that review led to the

preparation of the first draft of this report, whose 
wide distribu-

tion and discussion within the Bank Group over the last nine months

has helped draw attention again to the issties that emerged from the

original studies and to the work done on them by various parts of

the Bank Group over the last few years.

The excellent cooperation of the Bank Group Staff, and

especially of the Public Utilities Department, most heavily concerned,

in the follow-up and review process is most gratefully acknowledged.
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Both studies included certain suggestions regarding future Bank activity inthe field of electric power which were discussed with the relevant operacin
departments both before and after presentation of these reports to the EccU-
tive Directors and were in the mtain agreed to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the present document is to report briefly on actionssince taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. it is based on areview of relevant research papers and operatiodal guidelinns issued by the Bankin 1972-74 and of appraisal reports for power loans approved in FY 1974; on aseries of discussions in July 1974 with all operating units principally respo-
sible for electric power work; on comments received in October and November onthe first draft of this report; on a meeting with relevant Bank managers earlyin December 1974; and on comments provided early in 1975 on a revised draft ofthe present report. After recalling the main conclusions of the evaluationstudies and indicating the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field ofelectric power, this report systematically summarizes each of the original sugges-tions, the response that the Bank operating departments gave at the time aidrelevant actions since taken. An overall assessment is given in the concludiniparagraphs.

The evaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system
expansion achieved in the developing countries between 1950 and 1970 haddepended crucially on Bank finadicing and concluded that the wider pattern ofBank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation
that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvcnimeats
in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enableselection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international
competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent
construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instancesmade significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging
amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to
permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which hadbecome steadily better in form, showed 'evidence of having been causative
factors in the continuous improvement of financial performance demonstrated
by most of the companies. Notaole internal organizational improvements hadalso been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two casesamong all ten that still showed considerable institutional weakness were oneswhere, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply
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within relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had

occurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been

hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough

to raise doubts in retrospect vs to the economic validity of projects

&elected. Only in few cases had there been temporary unproductive building

ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that

the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own

selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-
ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related

to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely

bypassed in the past and on which they not infrequently themselves wanted

advice. How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to grow?

How much can electricity supply induce development or improvements in

efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agriculture)? How much

expenditure should be allocated to electrification of villages or smal-l

towns presently unserved, and how should they be selected? How much effort

should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power system as opposed

to improving reliability standards on the existing system? What are appropri-

ate risks of load shedding to run under different economic conditions? Under

what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic viewpoint to

provide power at less than cost to serve? The report asked the Bank to

develop appropriate methods of analysis and project appraisal to help bring

answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in

FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real

terms 20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in

1969-73 and envisaged for 1974-78. 1/ The number of projects, at 14, was

about the same as the average number approved in each of the previous five

years; but three of the loans were in excess of $100 million, including one

of $148 million, the largest single project loan ever made by the Bank, for

the Elbistan lignite-fired thermal plant in Turkey. A somewhat surprising

trend, in light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year

in the share of power distribution in the Bank Group's lending and in the

projects supported, as shown by the following table: 2/

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.

2/ The table refers only to lending directly for power utilities. In most

years there are a few loans/credits for other principal purposes which

also include a small power component, generally mainly distribution.

But the total amounts involved are not usually very significant

compared with the magnitudes given above. For instance, two of the

larger provisions of this sort in FY 1974 were US$ 2.4 million (out of

a total US$ 25.0 million loan) for a US$ 3.7 million power distribution

component of the Korea Kyongju Tourism Project (Ln. 953-KO) and US$ 1.0

million (out of a total US$ 30.0 million loan) for a US$ 2.2 million

distribution component of the Greece Nestos and Yannitsa Irrigation
Scheme (Ln. 991-GR).
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IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(cu :rei.t US$ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs b/ 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a/ excluding three small supplementary loans committed under amendments
to earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-
inantly or very largely for distribution expansion -- in such countries as
Argentina, Brazil, Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey -- and another four
projects included some distribution component. FY 1974 power lending
included two projects with a distribution component and in both it was quite
small. The first integrated rural development project to have an electric
power component l/ was the Mexico Papaloapan Basin Rural Development Project
for which a loan was approved in October 1974; further rural development
projects in Mexico are expected to follow suit in this respect.

An important innovation in the Batik's power work, sponsored by the
new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization
in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publications of
research papers and operational guidelines. In 1973 and 1974 numerous
papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been published in this
form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation with other inter-
national agencies to a major review of the changing relevance of nuclear
power for developing countries. Some of the research done on electricity
pricing and rural electrification has culminated in an important policy
statement on the economic analysis of public utility projects, 2/ carrying
the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating how the
incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in the last few

l/ The Bank's loan of US$ 50.0 million included a US$ 5.0 million contribu-
tion for a US$ 10.0 million rural power distribution component of the
project designed to bring grid electricity to 106 villages with nearly
140,000 inhabitants, raising the percent of people in the Papaloapan
Basin with electricity conn2ctions from about 41% now to 48% on project
completion.

2/ Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects (September 30, 1974).
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years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis once the relationship

between prices charged for utility services and their marginal costs is

established.

1. System Extensions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should expedite work to develop

techniques for analyzing the economic validity of extending public power

supply to new areas, such as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages

or small towns or larger regions presently unserved.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter

on a priority basis and to identify economic and social effects of system

extensions to smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical

ways to improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for

justifying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order

to meet social objectives.

Review of Action: The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major

research study of rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced

a number of internal instructions and papers rel'ating to the economic justifi-

cation of such schemes.1/ Further field study is underway in connection with

a small rural electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in

February 1972. The major conclusions derived from these studies can be sum-

marized:

a) Rural electrification is best undertaken within the framework

of an integrated regional development program, and even in the

(usual) absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as

possible to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that

the village average per capita income be above a particular

"threshold"level (for example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at

which demand begins to develop, but growth in demand can be very

rapid and it is essential to focus on the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power

(mainly increases in production made possible by power supply and

savings on alternative fuels) can and should be routinely assessed

for productive uses of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village

industries, water supply works).

d) For household consumers, comparable benefits in excess of prices

charged (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of

higher-quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at

1/ Public Utility Note 6, "The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"

(August 1, 1973), and IBRD Report No. 517, "Issues in Rural Electrifica-

tion" (July 24, 1974), distributed under Secretary's Memorandum SecM74-

636 of September 12, 1974.
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reasonable cost and may well normally be sufficiently small that
revenue projections may generally be taken as a reasonable indicator
of gross benefits of such consumption, implying that eleceLification
for households alone in rural areas is generally unlikely to be
ec nomic.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rather than a
medium-run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the
economic analysis of both the prospective growth of demand and of
possible scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the
early years because of the generally high initial investment costs,
the need particularly at first to promote the use of the service,
or social reasons (to help small business and low-income families),
but subsidies (or taxes) should be made explicit and tariffs should
within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level and structure of
long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure efficient
allocation of resources and to avoid inequities with the much larger
number of rural families in most developing countries who remain
without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early 1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educa-
tional or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently
significant to warrant undertaking a project whose incremental
return based on financial returns plus an allowance for productive
users' benefits (in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the
opportunity cost of capital, but this can only be a matter of
judgment.

The results of this research were only put into final form towards the end of
FY 1974, and none of the appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA
in that year reflect any of this work. However, a preliminary appraisal,
giving special attention to economic justification and partially drawing on
the Bank's research, has been made of a major rural electrification project
(involving many tubewells and agro-industry) in India. Direct application of re-
search results is underway for a rural electrification project being prepared in
Iran. Further projects are under active early consideration for Northeast
Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand and Tunisia. Efforts are also planned in 1975 to
examine the situation of rural electrification in poorer countries, especially
in Africa, to see whether the approaches so far developed can be applied
directly or whether further research is required. Bank/IDA financing for
several African rural electrification projects is envisaged for later years.

2. New Connection Policies

Original Recommendation: The Bank should try to assess, in the
economic evaluation of power projects at both the selection and appraisal
stages, whether utility policios regarding the connection of new customers
and extension of-distribution systems are satisfactory in the sense that they
respond to any opportunities that may exist for accomplishing significant



development benefits from spreae of electrification -- for example, increasing
efficiency of small industry or aiding production and education in rural and
marginal urban areas.

Bank Response: The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would
be made in the course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by
the results expected from the research discussed under Recoummendation 1 which
would be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

Review of Action: The Bank's own research and India's experience
of rural electrification do indicate that the application of electricity for
agricultural and industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial
development benefits. However new connection policies do not yet appear to
be assessed by appraisal missions for power projects generally, and few
appraisal reports have even given a projection of the number of new consumers
expected to be connected. This may in part reflect the very low share of
distribution in recent power leading and the fact that some loans have been to
bulk suppliers, although, from the point of view of project justification and
utilization, new connection policies of ultimate retailers would seem. to
warrant attention, whatever the Bank is directly helping to finance;

Now appraisal reports are beginning to give projections of the
number of fiew consumers expected and appraisal guidelines are being revised
to require collection of basic data on new connection policies and charges,
at least in cases where this is reasonably easy because the borrower is sub-
stantially involved in distribution as well as in generation and transmission;
in the case of countries where there are numerous power utilities or where
the Bank's main borrower is a bulk generation and transmission company, this
work will probably only prove possible in the course of sector studies.
Experience in the assessment of these data will have to be developed, but
rigorous application of the new approach adopted to economic evaluation of
public utility projects, emphasizing the relationship between marginal costs
of supply and charges, but also incorporating development benefits, should
eventually.enable the Bank to advise its borrowers constructively on whether
the pace of connection of new consumers should, from the economic point of
view, be accelerated or reduced.

Consideration is being given to an effort in FY 1976 to develop
Bank familiarity with, and policy on, the special problem of new connection
policies in marginal urban areas, where electrification may be very worth-
while economically but unattractive financially due to the difficulty of
obtaining adequate customer capital contributions from these typically poor
areas and of subsequently charging there tariffs different from those in the
rest of the urban area.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

Original Recommendation: The Bank should encourage country author-
ities and power companies to find appropriate institutional mechanisms for
mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.
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BOak Rnsyns': The Bank undirtuok to be on Lh looout for suconss-
ful capor ene in this field with n view to incorporating it in projects
supported or otherwise propngating it, but it did not think that any general
guidelines could be prescribed,

Review of Action: The Bank's rural clectrifie;Lion research touched
usefully on tho roli of coperatives in rural power supply and pointud owu
that the labor component of a ruraL electrification project may constitute up
to 25/ of total investment costs, so that use of self-help arrangements may
make the scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. The
Bank is aware of some successful applications of self-help in the power field,
both in actual construction of distribueion systems (mobilization of cowmunity
finannial contribution and manpower) and, perhaps even Prre important, in
operation, administration and billing. Some examples are Andhra Pradesh,
Colombia and Turkey. But no effort yet seams to have been made in operational
work to propagate experience,

The Bank has now agreed to try to have operating staff prepnre, at
convenient m0ments, brief notes on experiences of this sort for dissemination
through the regular information channels established over the last years.

4. Generati on and Trpnrminsron Rell aii iy Standa'rds

Gr iinal Rpoommedation: The Bank should help develop, and require
of utilities and consultoats, more systemai c procedures for rational determi-
nation of reliability standards appropriate to different countries and areas,
with a view to eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justifi-
cation of standards selected,

Banken The Bank indicated its agreement with this general
proposal but epasizsd the difficulties of estimating the economic costs
involved by lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were
intended to lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard of risk
of failure to supply :implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet
assess the economic optimality of this standard.

Review of Action: The related research was cut short by staff
shortages, but some useful notes were circulated. 1/ A recent system-planning
study for the Comision Federal do Electricidad (CFE) of Mexico, presently
under study in the Bank, reviewed the various generation and transmission
reliability standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well
as some crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a
particular reliability standard. The Bank states that many other borrowers
have been increasingly adopting computerized system-planning models which deal
explicitly with the probability of load shedding and facilitate consideration

l/ A i Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20, 1973).
S -lso Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for
El 1icity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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of alternative standards of buik supply reliability.L/ The Bank staff has

continued to review these matters in connection with lending operations on

thc basis of experience and julgment, but it is doubtful whether they are

getting more systematic attentcvn than in the past and it cannot be said

that appraisal reports yet carry explicit statements of the risk of failure
to supply.

Relatiw neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact that

many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been suffering
shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk transmission capacity
and (although this does not generally show in the forecasts beyond a few

years out) some may well be expected to continue to do so, with the new

prospects, especially in some cases, of more rapid growth of demand for

electricity, following the increase of oil prices, and higher costs to meet

it. Yet there seems to be general agreement on the importance of this

subject and the worth of trying to give it more systematic attention. The

Mexican study, referred to above, is being summarized for circulation, and

appraisal guidelines are being revised to refer more fully to the problem.

The difficulty is always in estimating the costs to the economy of any

particular lowering of standards; the corresponding savings in power system

costs are not difficult to calculate. Even with this difficulty, the Bank
has suggested 2/ that estimates be made, for consideration in connection with
tariffs at system peak, the adequacy of load-shedding arrangements and the

general circumstances of the country, of

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from
adoption of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability
than the one proposed,

and
(b) the corresponding amounts (or additional amounts) of

load shedding that might be required if this lower standard
were applied.

It would seem, in light of the importance of the subject and its significance

in any investment planning, that appraisal reports should indeed give an

explicit statement of "the risk of failure to supply implied in project
proposals", citing the reserve criterion used in planning, and translating

this into a probability distribution for different amounts/durations of load

shedding for the particular system in question; with the apparent wide spread
of system planning models now, this should not be difficult, it would present

information in a form directly comparable among countries and projects,

1/ The Bank is considering propagation of one such model itself. See below,
Section 11.

2/ Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff
Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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and its systematic use would soon lead to a better understanding of the
matter and, .probably, better planning, more adjusted to the economic circum-

stances of different countries.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: Distribution standards should be subjected

to the same treatment as mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and

the Bank should encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to opti-

mize distribution standards to local conditions.

Bank Rtsponse: The Bank expressed general agreement with these

'propositions and, emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties

involved, referred to planned research to be undertaken.

Review of Action: A useful note has been prepared on the aspects

that need to be examined by appraisal and other technical missions,l/ acd
most of the planned research (particularly covering European practices) has
been carried out. An optimization study, of approximately the nature

suggested in the evaluation report, was called for by the Bank in connection
with the April 1973 loan for the Istanbul Distribution project.

-The work so far done in or for the Bank suggests that there may be
significant scope for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended
standards in many developing countries, by improvements in Wstem and plant

design; further savings should be possible by lowering the planning standard.

There is considerable intetest in this subject within the bank. It is
envisaged that some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek
scope for reducing the cost of distribution, particularly an East African

review partly stimulated by concern about the possibility of distribution

standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant study focussing
on this aspect has been underway in Ghana, at the initiative of the Ghanaian

authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission to the Bank.

The Bank's Research Committee has authorized an extension of the general
research so far done to include two case studies (one now underway in Mexico)
and the preparation of guidelines to judge the adequacy of distribution plans
and the benefits of alternative standards.

6. Urban Context

Original Recommendation: Appraisal and sector reports could usefully
consider power in its urban context and treat explicitly the question of
balance between power and other services and facilities in terms of the quan-
tity and quality of their supply.

1/ Public Utili'ties Note 4, "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution",

(June 28, 1973).
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Ban_k Response: The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had
nc-ither the opportunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy
ad quality of other services compared with power and that anyway these were
n-t in practice very serious issues, except possibly in rare *7-tances in

which case they would be given special treatment -- as was being done at the
time in a particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans
for different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these
issues would be treated in th Bank's operations at the timo of developing

the country lending program and in discussions with Governments as to appro-
priate projects for Bank consideration.

Review of Action: Several cases of imbalance of urban services,

with power being consistently more plentiful and better in quality than other

'services (particularly water), without any clear economic justification, have
been encountered by the Operations Evaluation Department in its work on
completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem has existed,

at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does not continue.
But there is no easy solution, and the evaluation report recommendation was

probably oversimplified. Appraisal is really too late a stage for the subject

to be most usefully considered. More fundamentally, while the "consumer's
view" is very important, it requires sectoral specialists to develop and cost

means of improving the different services to different standards, and no
satisfactory way has yet been found of calculating cost-benefit ratios or
economic returns fully comparable between sectors. Perhaps the best that can
be said is that Bank program officers should be aware that this problem has

arisen in the past and they should try to delve into it a little at the
earliest stage of project concideration by appropriate enquiries about the

relative availability and coverage of different services and plans for their

expansion. Thi:s should then enable an appropriate statement in President's
Reports, presenting. project proposals, about the prospects for a reasonable

Lalance in servicc supply.

7. Tariff Strue tures

Orii Recommendation: The Bank should further increase the

attention given in recent years to tariff structures, systematically analyzing

wherever possible the extent to which tariffs charged to different consumer

groups reflect social marginal costs so that deviations may be explicitly

justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxation of inelastic consumers,

(b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because of resultant economic

benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

Bank Response: The Bank accepted this recomnendation and planned

research, case studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it

stressed, as an obstacle to progress, the shortage of qualified people in the

Bank and in borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

Review of Action: With the aid of consultants the Bank has

produced research papers 1/ ofparticularly high quality in this area,

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of

Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1974) and

Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,

1974); also Public Utility Note 14, "Incremental Cost Pricing for Utilities"
(January 16, 1975).
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undnrtahen case studies (in Sud n and lunisia) and propared the guidulines

i en visaced.1/ T11he specific points raiscd in the evaluation reoirt recommenda-

tion now ao par to be very generally accepted. Virtually all spraisals of

pkaer projccts now includs some treatment of the borroWCr's Lqr ff struCtur,

a>d the nank has increasingly raised questions about major deviations betweeo

charges to particular consum r groups and the costs to supply them, and

itsel' studied them in detail or called for their review by consultant s and

borrowors (for instance in Burta, Sudan, Halawi, Syria, Turkey, Alger a,

Iceland, i recent years). Actual adjustment of borrower tariffs in light of

the Bank's now emphases in this regard appears to be still in the Fture, but

it is, for instance, very much under discussion in the case of Tunisia The

Bank's nnalysis will be further deepened as the research results are fully

applied and as the new approach to economic evaluation of utility projects

montioned earlier comes into general use. The main constraint to more

frequent analysis of tariff structures againus marginal costs appears to have

been the shortage of appnopriave Bank and consultant staff.

8. Shadce Prices.

gri1inal Recoymindation: Shadow prices should be used in the

economic anal ysi of1 proct vidity in all appropriate circumstances, and

they may be reflected if necessary in utility tariffs.

Bank _snoose: The Bank agreed that ideally shadow prices should

be used in ~bn iit:/csiL analysis, project selection, design, and consnruction

and in the setting of tariffs, Olthough in practice at the time their use was

largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculatiOns

of internal economic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data) and

their use in design and bidding would be difficult in reality.

Review of Act:i on: Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural

electrifieatien. sheP aes and of tariff structures and on economic evaluation

of utility projects do recommcnd that shadow prices for foreign excliange,

labor and capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis,

project selection, marginal cost pricing and internal economic return calcu-

lations. Actually there has been a widespread recognition of their useful-

ness; shadow prices have been used mainly in the selection of least-cost

alternatives (Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco and Iceland), in a few instances in

economic return calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost

and tariff reviews (Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies

(Tunisia and Sudan) did not use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance

to these countries -- apparently because of difficulty in obtaining suggested

values from the Bank's country specialists. Finally, shadow prices have not

been included in the documentation provided to consultants responsible for

early selection and design of projects considered for Bank financing.

1/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pricing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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decision recently made by the Bank to undertake a special effort on the genera-
tion and application of appropriate shadow prices for selected countries iii
each region, as a preliminary step to generalized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal. Contribution of Power C072panIes

Origna Recommnendation: Examining the power company from the point
of view of the contribution it can make to development, it might be useful to
include regularly in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects
of the company's operations, in view of their importance in connection with
tariffs, procurement, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound
balance among utility services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied
show a very wide diversity of performance in this respect.

Bank Response: Stressing that all flows between Government and
power compainy, as well as internal cash generation substituting for Govern-
ment capital contributions, should and could quite easily be considered in
assessment of the fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned
to prepare instructions on this subject.

Review of Action: Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed
for review by operational missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility
Note 5 issued in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the
planned revision of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be
incorporated, and recent appraisal reports on power projects have not included
the proposed special paragraph -- although there appears to be a large amount
of agreement that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecommunica-
tion project appraisal reports have begun to include such a discussion. The
Bank has continued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting
payment of taxes or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia

and Ghana) and in others recommending or accepting exemption from such
payments as a means to improve company profitability (e.g. Philippines and
Iceland). More general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have
recently been prepared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not

only those in power.l/ It remains true that a good starting point, not
difficult, would be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various
aggregate flows (or substitutes of flows) between Government (or Governments, in
the case. of countries with federal systems) and power company, perhaps with some
comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the same coun-
try; some consideration might also have to be given to internalized trL1insfers,
e.g. out of revenues from existing urban consumers to finance investment in rural
connections, a financing form favored in the Bank's report om Rural Electrification.

1, "Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects", July 1974.
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The Bank states that short guidelines on analysis of power

companies' fiscal contribution are now nearing completion and that the

appraisal checklist is being revissd to include a reminder on this subject.

10. U ility Performance Indicators

Orinal_ecommendation: The Bank should give more systematic
attention to technical and financial indicators of utility performance other
than the overall rate of return an assets, and include in appraisal reports
simple tables showing the trends of selected indicators over past years; in
the case of serious problems, performance targets for the future could be
agreed upon during loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to
attain them) and regularly checked by project supervision missions.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed that there were large potential
benefits to be obtained from more systematic use of technical and financial
performance indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more
for purposes of broad comparison betueen countries, to understand better
existing situations, rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Review of Action: Instructions for the systematic use of such
indicators in appraisal reports, calling for presentation of target values,
were issued in final form in November 1973.1/ Of the projects for which loans
were made in FY 1974, many had been appraised by that time and the appraisal
report only for one (in Algeria) seriously followed the instructions, perhaps
too comprehensively -- insofar as past values are given for 108 different
items, but no targets or projected values are shown. In another, earlier case

an elaborate " lan of Action" was developed for the improvement of a borrowing
utility in particular difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399-IND of May
1973) and was presented in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive
Directors' request during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report
after one year was circulated to the Directors in mid-1974. The "Plan of Action"
gave time targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but
no numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except
for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater
use of efficiency indicators and targets would be useful in Bank power opera-

tions, and a growing convergence of view that informal agreement with the
borrower at the time of loan negotiations on target values for a few (say 10-
15) indicators is worthwhile even when there are not serious problems. Future

appraisal reports may be expected normally to contain such performance indicators.

11. Power Planning Units

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more attention in

sector and appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the func-

tional adequacy of utility and national power planning units.

l/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System for
Public Utilities Projects" (November 8, 1973).
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ank R7-- .: Poi tig out that planning units e-dd to be
exmnind r OP m .d.q of their staff, hir vechniquus nc JO r inflw
Crow L ik cgre'd tiad thip was an area rquiring consist , priocity,
Gu(delCA s nmIT n Jin tiese po:nts ocre to be pcpored.

h-ip of 'Moinn: In the evoet it was ducided noL to pinpare full
guidelines sp:ci.ically on this subject bUL Lo include coverage of it in tho
Guidelins for Powi Lector Studies./ Appraisal vnd sector missions have
normally given attention to the plannng units, but their weaknesses axe
seldom subject to quick solution, although the possibility of major Vrogness
is illuntraLtd by the number of compn eOS Which hava novad over time from
heavy ieliance op con.LLuants to doing almost all their own planning excupt
6f a most spccialized type (e.g. in Thailand, Ghana, Tunisia, Algsria and
Morocco)

The Bark is constantly on the lookout for opportunities to belp
strengtfhn local planning units -- ch e cking consulta n QimS 1 f ycfenn
for fnsi0bility sLudier to see that thy include tr ing kher.ver suitab e
countrpqLs are available, intending to a0dpt Lo optimal p-neration expan-
sion planning pro5ram developed for i 2/ to use by borroers, includin,
funds in loans for devlopment of plavning units whercver appropriate and
Low, for insancc, activnly contidarinb a project in Liberia largely crientvd!
to this specific purpose,

12. Trai AU

ri I omend4 Y 5 ti: The Bank should systematically considur
the needs for trainino oad opCoAvnities for promotin; and assisting it, i
pruject ap p r aisals end rcvicIs of consultant terms of reference,

B anI - pvn os : This point w7s agre]d to by the Bank, and covere&
by the BaNK s general guidelines and m-soranda on trainiug in Bank/I D
projects.

Review of Action: Indeed, training has received in recent projects
frequent and full t et I on, and substantial Bank funds in some cases
(Indonesia, Papua and New Guinea). Preparation of notes to help missions
better assess the adequacy, efficiency and economy of training programs is
envisaged,

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 5, of November 20, 1973.

2/ International Atomic Energy Authority: the Wien Automatic System
Planning Package (WASP).
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rcEmWain w ik ses in C rr. '_ 1C Oun - QSsts proce ires, pLaticu-

I arly wih rV5r to car ; flow plnn&ng, Mch ueed ,Miitional umphnris

Kl pcaja: The Bank strossed th' time V&q>irea to i all
effectivy -7ip nqts in acuounti oypm Qnd p ! plarni
techniques, and *i .ug Cl sOK Mtet Hie probe -ig-4 b1 leSS in dia3 3s
than in follow-up on im.ov. ents proponad or 7< A.(, To fa.i ia.te work it
envisagcd the proparatinn of stapdard finnci - anx format2 for appraisal
reports and more supervision ffort in this livid.

Review of Action: The standard finnMcal foymats 1ave not y&t
been agrcud, buL project supervision in this aroa has cni ! o to_ rcivc

mpha E, espacialy in cass where par\'ulay probimy ire encoun erad .s
for instance, Iran r 3c1nty. In so. caS' Win may be UPPortnit:Y for
economizia; Bank staf resourcas by -re ctr contact with, and reliance on,
borrowers' auditors_/ but the sop if. - this is severely 1imiued by the
scarcivy of good auditors. As regardO oas' fi M planning, or ati Of a.
periodically revisd forocast is Man y W:InI dd in regular bara.
repartin& requirapats uoder -ak in ing, but Wh3 0 istance of a supEr
vision mission is quite Qften roquired to help producc it.

14. World Tr-n!, in Poer finain-

trigin _ IePoo ati Mn: In view of the ipvtan-Q of electric
power in devel peant inv.10 " And in develping countries' foleign debt
and of the past predomi.;:n' of the Ba in this fiCld and its desire to
diversity its louding invreasingly, the hank should consider undertaving a
syst.0matic review of worlwide trends in capital requirements for powecr in
the developing cou trit s nd of prospects for financing from other snuceos,
to provide a perpc-ctive which would complement countay and sector considera-
tions in planning power lending.

Bank Respnsq: The Bank agreed with this suggcstion in principlc
but pointed oAt tiat staff constraints would not per.it investing in Lhe
subject the fairly significant amount of staff time that would be necessary.

ReviewIof Action: In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on
its member countries the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at
the global level 2/ and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general

1/ The Bank did recently issue a useful note on financial auditing: Public
Utility Guidelines 9, "Illustrative Audit Report for a Power Company"
(November 15, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8,
1974).
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c-nsidcrations relevant to estim~ation of future requirements for investment
in electric power.l/ Insofar a , the recent changes in relative Tiuel prices
trnd to make electric power a ralatively more attractive for,.- of energy, in
several important respects, th,%, previously, although generating plants
of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital require-
ments for electric power, which have long accounted for a remarkably
large part of loan financing between countries and internationally _2 may
now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans
foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real
terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such
lending would constitute 127 of all IBRJD/IDA lending in the forthcoming
period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the
-feasibility and implications of this divergence in trends and to help
effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought
is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested
in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of ParticiUpaions in Bank_ Lons

Or.iginal_1eommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in
1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-
ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, fh n
serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier
countries whereby funds availabIe for erPort: f ig be used to b
participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won
'by thdrnationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given to
financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, the point
has not been of general relevance in the last few years insofar as the ank
has not had difficulty in raising funds directly. Sales of participations,
which enjoy the advantage of considerable administrative simplici ty compared
with most joint financing arrangements, may possibly become relevant as one
channel for applying the surpluses of oil-exporting countries to development.

16. Follow-up_ Evaluation Studies

Original.Reconmendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of
local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such
financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Ooerations
Evaluation Report: Electric Power".
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would be useful for future policy. Second, a more thorough study ofi the
economic validity of the Volta River Project un Ghana might be wor thwhile.

Review of Action: The Operations Evaluation Department has not

had the timle to pursue either of these studies to date. Doubts about the
aspects of the Volta River Projcot Cuestioned in the evaluation have

remained and perhaps deepened, but in connectoion with new projects Lhe Bank
is now giving considcrable attention to possible resettlement problems,
ecological side effects and contractual terms between local authorities and
international mineral concerns, so that further study of the Volta projiect

might make only a linited contribution to strengthening BnoL policy, he

review of actual experience with the financing of local procurement would
still seam worthwhile for execution as soon as the rescurces of the Opera-
tions Evaluation Department permit.

17. Central Po-er Institutionu

Onr inal Reci mmdation: The Bank should, wherever circumatances

in a country permit, encourage developmient of a strong central institution

in the power sector through which it miglht later channel lndiing in a
sector program manner (as in the last few years with CFE in MKxico).
Experience sliggesLts thaO- such an institution (not necessarily imply;.Pc
regional interonc tions) is e ssential in order to develop (a) socun and

wcll-coordinated i nvestmiw>nt planning, () balanced plan implenentation

among regions, aed (c) iffective and economical use of other sources of

foreign financing such as supplier cr2dIJts.

Bank >esponse: The Bank was generally in wreemct Vith tii
r 1eo)men-d it ion verynch in line w fi, and indeed drawing or, its (>

SuccesSfu1 ex'peri nce in earl:'er years in this field,.

Tev of Ac 'o: The I 1 ;n s cent inued to try to reinforce estab-
lished instiutiions of this type (e.g. in brazil), to assist the decvlopmenot
of newly creatcd ores (eg. in Indonesia., Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), aind to
encourage their cmergence in othcr countri es (e.g. India, Yiugoslvi, ].ameroon
and Morocco), yfor the improvrment7 in flectricity e elpn p i

and policy that this should make pcsib. Relevant studies are beoin start -(
wholy cr pr rtly at Benk re q-ust , in aonobi ad lcLland. Probably toe
suggested sector -Lcnding approac a, excluCing detaild Bank appraisal oI
project components and therefore more economical in staff time on these
aspects, could be applied more widely in countries where basically satis-
factory central institutions of the type described have now been in
existence for a number of years; a credit now envisaged for rural electri-
fication in India would necessarily be of this type, although any potential
staff time savings have in this case been more than taken up by sectoral
issues and the problems of establishing a relationship with a beneficiary
agency new to the Bank Group. The practical relevance of a time-saving
sector-lending course depends in part on the amount of financial resources

the Bank is prepared to put into power lending (see discussion under point

14 above) because the smaller it is the better it may be to ration it

around in such a way as to carry a maximum of "technical assistance" from
the Bank Group.



n E i s s hai the ink CAI

Mato a nQajoA Arbto ytitn runfe oto fgnain
i M disti A 00'" in C in 1glons,

imnV P .ne The Owa r'd- m this point was relev -n
certain cirAmT Tnces.

PI, ,f - 4n: tile the Mnk has made very useful contribu-

ios in h s irC tA cm 1-1 earlier yne;a the necd for Whis emphasis is
be ing Carr ih e raWnalin on already accomplished in Yi"
cities annd with the h A nniona( bk supply agene

asnuring toperation and Moasmissicn. Doe case there Wh Bank has b1.
trying to W'lp resolve pro ns ol divided jurivoiction in a rentivy
swall area has b Ien Istanbul, in counection with a loan approved in C
first half of 1573,

19. In! ttuti JL-BUMIini r!\

Sri 01 d C: iion of cases where tha wrn,
h(el' Lip lodn oingNflsn y ihe prospec C A 1borrowe of coirain
institutional conY71ons shows tham the Bank has s:eK me mAema
contriboujios to Wnsttlonal stegeigin Mhi way but mre instnces-'

whero it is dubtful Wether the delcyt wtri rally ,r, partQ y
because they proved costly and partly bnrausa of doubi either 2s t,.0 'tPer

the objective soUght WOS KPOUas OUgh to warornt this cost or or 1o hr:

effective the Bnk action was in cousin t cth gf Lbht finally c ei. The
-alue of W-itholdil loans has to bo treated on a pra-mLic casu-by-caau
basis, bearing in mind costs and pcoeniAnl ben fits or delays as forese-
able at the moeut of decinion; genraI rulos canmot b established.

Reiew oh i-cK : Delays iQ porer leding appear to have ean

fairly lted in tw pst tLo years and sound assessment of the delays
that have occurred -- priusipally on the loan for Li Elbistan power plant
in Turkey and on a plannCd loan for power d(velopment in Sudan -- would
require more study than is possible here. There may still be room for
more frequent and systematic consideration, when delays are in prospect,

of how long a delay (with its consequent costs, for instance A power
shortage or higher-cost gencration) may be warranted in the interests of
any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

Originl_ Recommondation: The rather frequent recurrence of

substantial cost overruns on projects studied, especially in some
countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be worthwhile of the
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spccialized consultant firms that the Bank has sometimes hired in receut
yours to check project cost estivates, especially for unjor civil engineerinj
wo.rks.

Bank Pcspose: The Bank agreed with this rcoommendation , for
appropriate circumstances, and planned in particular a paper on cost overruns
on projects involving substantial tunnelling which would contain specific
guidelines in this respect.

Review of Action: The paper was produced 1/ and, more -gonerally,
there now appears to be a wide awareness in the Bank of the advantage in
some cases of having detailed revisions of cost estimates by specialized
consultants. This fair]y expensive technique has actually been applied only
to one project approved in FY 1974 -- the Kafue project in Zambia --
for which it appears at present that the original estimares and those of the
specialist consultant (which were actually lower) were about equally close to
the final bids received. An individuQ1 specialist was also hired by the Bank
to check the cost estimates on the mining part of the Elbistan project.
Although cost overruns have been a major problem on some projects currently
underway with Bank support, this has been mainly due to general cost-inflatia
and it does not seem that greater recourse should have been had for projeeLs
approved in FY 1974 to specialist consultants of the type described,

Corclusi ons

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the Bank,
over the last do years, has accomplished a large amount of useful and
appropriate work in research and preparaLion of policy papers and guidelinos.
Priorities seem generally to have been correct. What now appcar to have been
the more important suggestions -- for instance with regard to the econosics
of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution standards -- have,
for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with more
limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -- such as
the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and the suggested
study of world trends in financing for power -- received much less effort.
The Bank is undoubtedly closer now than it was two years ago to being able to
assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major dilemmas mentioned
at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the new proposals with
regard to methods of economic justification of public utility projects should
cause several of these issues eventually to be dealt with on a routine basis.

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect
of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have
been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research

1/, Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction,"(January 17, 1974).
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect
of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use
of efficiency indicators and.targets, and standard discussion of fiscal
apzcts of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard to*he recommenda-
tions on tariff structures, distmibution standards and use of Whadow prices,
among the evaluation report's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevitlable time lag, especially in view of the rather
undeveloped nature of many of the original recommendations themselves,
somewhat exacerbated by a shortage of economists in the relevant period to
work on operational.application of the ideas emerging from research. Most
of the projects approved for Bank/IDA support in FY 1974 were appraised 9-18
months after the original Evaluation report was issued in final form, but
its appearance had first to be followed by discussion of the validity and
significance of its recommendations and then by continuation or commencement
of work to produce the needed research or, even in the case of the relatively
simple "directly applicable" suggestions, more elaborated instructions. As
regards the projects, they may have been appraised well after the report's-
appearance, but initial work on them by the Bank or consultants, even more
by the borrowers, would have started several years before -- and some of the
points raised in the evaluation report really need to come into considera-
tion at those earlier stages-of project preparation if they are to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have expected readily visible
widespread reflection of the evaluation report's concerns in actual lending
operations; changes over the last fine months alone show that the situation
is very much e-olving.

Other important factors have undoubtedly been the sheer difficulty
of recruiting people with the competence and experience to work on electric
power economics and the partial diversion of available capacity that became
necessary late in 1973 to assess the implications for borrowing countries of
the drastic changes in oil prices that then occurred. These did undoubtedly
hamper the transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effec-
tive review of power appraisal reports from the economic point of view and,
most important of all, practical demonstration, in real cases, of the methods
and procedures proposed. By the end of 1974 the staffing situation seems to
have somewhat improved as a result of both recruitment and reduction of the
work pressures brought by the initial impact of the "energy spirit". But
even when power economics gets it full planned complement of six- or seven man-
years under present budgetary ceilings, and taking account also of the quite
tight budgetary limits on engineers and financial analysts, resources will not
permit to apply across the board all the innovations and new emphases developed.
Nor should they. To get a good allocation of the resources that are available
the departments responsible are planning to develop a system for early identi-
fication of the key qualitative objectives of lending operations in power. For
this to work effectively as a means for applying and spreading the knowledge that
tb@ Bank has accumulated in areas that were identified in the evaluation report
as of special importance for development, it will be essential to idontify
prospective power lending operations early, rather than, as occasionally happens
now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.
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Qualitative objectives must be determined mainly by the needs of

the borrowing utility and, to a small extent, by the Bank's comparative

advantages within the field of power. But as the only part of the United

Nat4pns significantly involved *i.electric power, the Bank har also somewhat

of o special and broad responsib1ity. Our impression remainthat the

greatest general need of the boriowers, additional to those 
which the Bank

has long been trying to meet, is still on the side of distribution economics,

so stressed in the principal recommendations of the Evaluation Report, and

tariff structures -- which does not necessarily mean to say that the Bank

should swing its lending heavily toward distribution, although it certainly

seems likely that the share'of distribution in Bank lending and Bank-supported

projects may rise to higher proportions than attained in the early 1970s,

but it does mean that an ability to provide convincing technical advice in

these fields will be very important. In the last two years the Bank has

made important advances on the economics of rural electrification and it

needs to complement these with further exploration of related issues, like

self-help organization, capital contributions, and distribution standards,

and, particularly, to apply and test in practice the research results already

reached. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-

mentary to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be to

introduce an EDI course in electric power, as is now firmly planned for

FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in

member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly appropriate

functions for the Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system in

the power field.
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Mr. dman:

Attached is self-explanatory.
I would very much appreciate a call
later on during the day so that I may
finalise the report.

C. Willoughby



INTERNATiONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

April 3, 1975

Mr. Shoaib,

Please find attached a re-draft of the com-
ment on Recommendation 15 given in the Electric
Power Closing Report.

I mentioned to you yesterday that Mr. Good-
man had called me to say that certain concerns
about what had previously been written in this
section was the only matter that Mr. Knapp, or
he himself, wished to raise at this stage. The
re-draft is in light of various telephone conver-
sations I had with Mr. Goodman and Mr. Rotberg
and reading of a recent Bank report on 'Co-Financing'.
The main point dropped is the reference to oil
exporting countries, because I found Mr. Rotberg's
remark that encouraging them to buy participations
in a major way could lead to significant limita-
tion of the freedom of the Bank in using and allocat-
ing funds from this expected major source. On the
other hand, I have addedctlittle factual informa-
tion from the co-financing report and noted the
doubts about the attractivenesstb the export credit
agencies of doing what we had proposed. I am
not fully convinced that these obstacles are over-
riding, but I also do not see any great importance
to the Bank pushing the matter further at this
time.

C ughb/

Attachment

1N



15. Sales of Participations in Bank Loans

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in

1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-

ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, then

serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier

countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to buy

participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won

by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given to

financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan,
# ~L9 Y I A -e-f- /vm'f

h s 7ot been o in the last few yers theBank

has noth. prt credit agencies

have rovided very large amounts of direct financing for Bank-assisted

projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects (in all sectors)

approved over the five years FT 1969-74 - almost entirely on a'parallel

financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the advantage of con-

siderable administrative simplicity compared with most other co-financing

arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible for promoting

exports may be lessened by the appearance that funds so used do not finance

additional exports and by the relative anonymity of the arrangement.
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considerations relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment

in electric power.l/ Insofar as -the recent changes in relative fuel prices

tend to make elect'ric power a relatively more attractive form of energy, in

several important respects, than previously, although generating plants

of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital require-

ments for electric power, which have long accounted for a remarkably

large part of loan financing between countries and internationally 2/, may

now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans

foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real

terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such

lending would constitute 12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming

period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the

feasibility and implications of this divergence in trends and to help

effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought

is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested

in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participations in Bank Loans

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that in

1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-

ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, then

serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier

countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to buy

participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts won

by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given

to financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, their

applicability more generally has not been actively explored with export

credit agencies given the context of substantial funds available for

purchasing IBRD bonds and the fact thatg changein thelegal powes of

such agencies would bably bdend-ei-saryt.. owever, official export
credit agencies have provided very large amounts of direct financing for

Bank-assisted projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects

(in all sectors) approved over the five years FY 1969-74 - almost entirely

on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the

advantage of considerable administrative simplicity compared with most

other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible

for promoting exports ... ! b C by the appearance that funds so used

do not finance additionail exorts and by the relative aony ity of the
arrangement. AMf'

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Original Recommendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of

local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such

financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher

Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations Evalua-

tion Report: Electric Power".
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on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the

advantage of considerable administrative simplicity compared with most

other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible

for promoting exports may be lessened by the appearance that funds so used

do not finance additional exports and by the relative anonymity of the

arrangement.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Original Recommendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of

local procurement of electrical equipment and of the contribution such

financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher

Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations Evalua-

tion Report: Electric Power".
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PREFACE

This Closing Report is an outcome of the follow-up proce-
dures applied by the Operations Evaluation Department to its first
report, containing quite complex recommendations to the Bank Group:
"Operations Evaluation Report - Electric Power" dated March 1972.
Under these follow-up procedures, responses to the recommendations
were first solicited from the concerned operating departments and
discussed with them before they were put into final form; a little
over one year later a review was carried out of the related work
throughout the Bank Group in the interim; that review led to the
preparation of the first draft of this report, whose wide distribu-
tion and discussion within the Bank Group over the last nine months
has helped draw attention again to the issues that emerged from the
original studies and to the work done on them by various parts of
the Bank Group over the last few years.

The excellent cooperation of the Bank Group Staff, and
especially of the Public Utilities Department, most heavily concerned,
in the follow-up and review process ismost gratefully acknowledged.
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In .1971 the Operations T al u ion un it carried out, 's one of iF
first: efforts, a revi of Bank oprrations in the electric poa r field., wainly
on the basis of e- post assssments, against origina1 objectivos , of a 
and diversificd sampio of proj ccts for which theBank hvd Ict a cI1m[lat ive
total of about %1 billioan to ton diffcrent power companies -- ,hreo in
Colomtbia and one each in Argontina, Brazil , Ethiopia, Ghana, Malaysi a, itexico
and Singapore, The results of this study were presented in "Operations
Evaluation Report: Electric Power" (IBRD Report No. Z-17) dated Parch 1922.
Bank assistance to the Colombian power sector was also treated somewhat more
comprehensively in one chapter of the report "Bank Operations in Colombia:
An Evaluation"(IBRD R-eport No. Z-18) which was issued shortly thereafter.
Both studies included certain suggestions regarding future Bank activity in
the field of electric power which were discussed with the relevant operating
departments both before and after presentation of these reports to the Execu-
tive Directors and were in the main agreed to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the present document is to report briefly on actions
since taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. It is based or a
review of relevant research papers and operatioral guidelines issued by the Bank
in 1972-74 and of appraisal reports for power loans approved in FY 1974; on a
series of discussions in July 1974 with all operating units principally respon-
sible for electric power work; on comments received in October and November on
the first draft of this report; on a meeting with relevant Bank managers early
in December 1974;. and on comments provided early in 1975 on a revised draft of
the present report. After recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation
studies and in'icating the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of
electric power, this report systematically summarizes each of the original sugges-
tions, the response that the Bank operating departments gave at the time and
relevant actions since taken. An overall assessment is given in the concluding
paragraphs.

The evaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system
expansion achieved in the developing countries between 1950 and 1970 had
depended crucially on Bank financing and concluded that the wider pattern of
Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation
that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run
(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvements
in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable
selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international
competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent
construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instancns
made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging
amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to
permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which had
become steadily better in form, showed evidence of having been causative
factors in the continuous improvement of financial performance demonstrated
by most of the companies. NotabLe internal organizational improvements had
also been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases
among all ten that still showed -onsiderable institutional weakness were ones
where, in complex political circimstpnces, responsibility for power supply
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-ithin relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had
occurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been
hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough
to raise doubts in retrospect 6s to the economic validity of-.projects
selected. Only in few cases had there been temporary unproductive building
ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that
the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own
selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-
ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related
to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely
bypassed in the past and on which they not infrequently themselves wanted
advice. How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to grow?
How much can electricity supply induce development or improvements in
efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agriculture)? How much
expenditure should be allocated to electrification of villages or small
towns presently unserved, and how should they be selected? How much effort
should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power system as opposed
to improving reliability standards on the existing system? What are appropri-
ate risks of load shedding to run under different economic conditions? Under
what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic viewpoint to
provide power at less than cost to serve? The report asked the Bank to
develop appropriate methods of analysis ndi'project appraisal to help bring
answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in
FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real
terms 20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in
1969-73 and envisaged for 1974-78. 1/ The number of projects, at 14, was
about the same as the average number approved in each of the previous five
years; but three of the loans were in excess of $100 million, including one
of $148 million, the largest single project loan ever made by the Bank, for
the Elbistan lignite-fired thermal plant in Turkey. A somewhat surprising
trend, in light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year
in the share of power distribution in the Bank Group's lending and in the

projects supported, as shown by the following table: 2/

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.

2/ The table refers only to lending directly for power utilities. In most
years there are a few loans/credits for other principal purposes which
also include a small power component, generally mainly distribution.
But the total amounts involved are not usually very significant
compared with the magnitudes given above. For instance, two of the
larger provisions of this sort in FY 1974 were US$ 2.4 million (out of
a total US$ 25.0 million loan) for a US$ 3.7 million power distribution
component of the Korea Kyongju Tourism Project (Ln. 953-KO) and US$ 1.0
million (out of a total US$ 30.0 million loan) for a US$ 2.2 million
distribution component of the Greece Nestos and Yannitsa Irrigation
Scheme (Ln. 991-GR).
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IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(curient US$ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs b/ 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a/ excluding three small supplementary loans committed under amendments

to earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-

inantly or very largely for distribution expansion -- in such countries as

Argentina, Brazil, Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey -- and another four

projects included some distribution component. FY 1974 power lending

included two projects with a distributica component and in both it was quite

small. The first integrated rural development project to have an electric

power component 1/ was the Mexico Papaloapan Basin Rural Development Project
for which a loan was approved in October 1974; further rural development

projects in Mexico are expected to follow suit in this respect.

An important innovation in the Barik's power work, sponsored by the

new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization

in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publications of

research papers and operational guidelines. In 1973 and 1974 numerous
papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been published in this

form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation with other inter-

national agencies to a major review of the changing relevance of nuclear

power for developing countries. Some of the research done on electricity

pricing and rural electrification has culminated in an important policy
statement on the economic analysis of public utility projects, 2/ carrying

the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating how the

incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in the last few

1/ The Bank's loan of US$ 50.0 million included a US$ 5.0 million contribu-

tion for a US$ 10.0 million rural power distribution component of the

project designed to bring grid electricity to 106 villages with nearly

140,000 inhabitants, raising the percent of people in the Papaloapan

Basin with electricity connections from about 41% now to 48% on project

completion.

2/ Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects (September 30, 1974).
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years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis once the relationship

between prices charged for utility services and their marginal costs is

es tz'blished.

1. System Extensions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should expedite work to develop

techniques for analyzing the economic validity of extending public power

supply to new areas, such as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages

or small towns or larger regions presently unserved.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter

6n a priority basis and to identify economic and social effects of system

extensions to smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical

ways to improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for

justifying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order

to meet social objectives.

Review of Action: The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major

research study of rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced

a number of internal instructions and papers rel'ating to the economic justifi-

cation of such schemes.l/ Further field study is underway in connection with

a small rur'al electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in

February 1972. The major conclusions derived from these studies can be sum-

marized:

a) Rural electrification is best undertaken within the framework

of an integrated regional development program, and even in the

(usual) absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as

possible to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that

the village average per capita income be above a particular

"threshold"level (for example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at

which demand begins to develop, but growth in demand can be very

rapid and it is essential to focus on the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power

(mainly increases in production made possible by power supply and

savings on alternative fuels) can and should be routinely assessed

for productive uses of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village

industries, water supply works).

d) For household consumers, comparable benefits in excess of prices

charged (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of

higher-quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at

1/ Public Utility Note 6, "The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"

(August 1, 1973), and IBRD Report No. 517, "Issues in Rural Electrifica-

tion" (July 24, 1974), distributed under Secretary's Memorandum SecM74-

636 of September 12, 1974.
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reasonable cost and may well normally be sufficiently small that
revenue projections may generally be taken as a reasonable indicator
of gross benefits of such cosumption, implying that electrification
for households alone in rural areas is generally unlikely to be
economic.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rather than a
medium-run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the
economic analysis of both the prospective growth of demand and of
possible scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the
early years because of the generally high initial investment costs,
the need particularly at first to promote the use of the service,
or social reasons (to help small business and low-income families),
but subsidies (or taxes) should be made explicit and tariffs should
within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level and structure of
long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure efficient
allocation of resources and to avoid inequities with the much larger
number of rural families in most developing countries who remain
without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early 1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educa-
tional or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently
significant to warrant undertaking a project whose incremental
return based on financial returns plus an allowance for productive
users' benefits (in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the

opportunity cost of capital, but this can only be a matter of
judgment.

The results of this research were only put into final form towards the end of
FY 1974, and none of the appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA
in that year reflect any of this work. However, a prelim'nar appraisal,
giving special attention to economic justification and partially drawing on
the Bank's research, has been made of a major rural electrification project
(involving many tubewells and agro-industry) in India. Direct application of re
search results is underway for a rural electriFication project being prepared in

Iran. Further projects are under active early consideration for Northeast
Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand and Tunisia. Efforts are also planned in 1975 to
examine the situation of rural electrification in poorer countries, especially
in Africa, to see whether the approaches so far developed can be applied
directly or whether further research is required. Bank/IDA financing for
several African rural electrification projects is envisaged for later years.

2. New Connection Policies

Original Recommendation: The Bank should try to assess, in the
economic evaluation of power projects at both the selection and appraisal
stages, whether utility policies regarding the connection of new customers
and extension of'distribution systems are satisfactory in the sense that they
respond to any opportunities that may exist for accomplishing significant
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davelopment benefits from spread of electrification -- for example, increasing
efficiency of small industry or aiding production and education in rural and
waiginal urban areas.

Bank Response: The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would
be made in the course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by
the results expected from the research discussed under Reconmnendation 1 which
would be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

Review of Action: The Bank's own research and India's experience
of rural electrification do indicate that the application of-ectricity for
agricultural and industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial
'development benefits. However new connection policies do not yet appear to
be assessed by appraisal missions for power projects generally, and few
appraisal reports have even given a projection of the number of new consumers
expected to be connected. This may in part reflect the very low share of
distribution in ecent powerleae fact that some loans have been to
bulk suppliers, although, from the point of view of project justification and
utilization, new connection policies of ultimate retailers would seem to
warrant attention, whatever the Bank is directly helping to finance.

Now appraisal reports are beginning to give projections of the
number of hew consumers expected and appraisal guidelines are being revised
to require collection of basic data on new connection policies and charges,
at least in cases where this is reasonably easy because the borrower is sub-
stantially involved in distribution as well as in generation and transmission;
in the case of countries where there are numerous power utilities or where
the Bank's main borrower is a bulk generation and transmission company, this
work will probably only prove possible in the course of sector studies.
Experience in the assessment of these data will have to be developed, but
rigorous application of the new approach adopted to economic evaluation of
public utility projects, emphasizing the relationship between marginal costs
of supply and charges, but also incorporating development benefits, should
eventually enable the Bank to advise its borrowers constructively on whether
the pace of connection of new consumers should, from the economic point of
view, be accelerated or reduced.

Consideration is being given to an effort in FY 1976 to develop
Bank familiarity with, and policy on, the special problem of new connection
policies in marginal urban areas, where electrification may be very worth-
while economically but unattractive financially due to the difficulty of
obtaining adequate customer capital contributions from these typically poor
areas and of subsequently charging there tariffs different from those in the
rest of the urban area.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

Original Recommendation: The Bank should encourage.country author-
ities and power companies to find appropriate institutional raechanisms for
mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.
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Pk Rq s nIe: The BL $k un(derLook to be on the loo!keu t for succes
tul iixperiec i this field with a v'ew to :inicorparating it in projects
supported or otherwise propagating -it, but it did not think that any general

'lines 1(could be prescribed.

Review of Action: Te Bank's rural electrification research touched
usefully on the role of coopirativeosin rural power supply and pointed out
that the labor comupoineint of a rural electrification project may constitute up
to 25% of total investment costs, so Lhat use of self-lhelp arraogeIents may
make the scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. 'Iho

Bank is aware of some successful applications of self-b.lp in the power field,
both in actual construction of distribution systems (mobilization of comunity
fi nanrcial contribution and vanpower) and, perhaps even more important, in
operation, adminis tra.on and billing. Some examples are LrgdLrag ds vaje
Colombia and Turkey. But no effort yet seoms to have been made in operational
work to propagate experience.

The Bank has now agreed to try to have operating staff prepare, at
convenient moments, orief notes on experiences of this sort for dissenination
through the regular inforiation channels established over the last years.

4. Generation and 'Fransi s on R ..abi ility Standards

LrigIn2.Recomet:L: The Bank should help develop, and require
of utilities and consultansts, more systematLic procedures for rational dc-iermi-
nation of reliability standards appropriate to different countries and : reas,
with a view to eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justi fi-
cation of standards selected.

B a Response: The Bank indicated its agreement with this general
proposal but emphasizod the difficulties of estimating the economic costs

involved by lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were
intended to lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard nf risk
of failure to supply implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet

assess the .economic optimality of this standard.

Peview of Action: The related research was cut short by staff
shortages, but some useful notes wore circulated. / A recent system-planning

study for the Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) of IMexico, presently
under study in the Bank, reviewed the various generation and transmission

reliability standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well

as some crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a

particular reliability standard. The Bank states that many other borrowers

have been increasingly adopting computerized system-planning models which deal

explicitly with the probability of load shedding and facilitate consideration

I/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20, 1973).
See also Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for

Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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cf alternative standards of bulk supply reliability.l/ The Bank staff has

continued to review these matters in connection with lending operations on

+le basis of experience and judlment, but it is doubtful wheQler they are

,etting more systematic attention than in the past and it canreot be said

that appraisal reports yet carry explicit statements of the risk of failure

to supply.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact that

many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been 
suffering

shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk transmission capacity

and (although this does not generally show in the forecasts 
beyond a few

years out) some may well be expected to continue to do so, with the new

prospects, especially in some cases, of more rapid growth of demand for

electricity, following the increase of oil prices, and higher costs to meet -

it. Yet there seems to be general agreement on the importance of this

subject and the worth of trying to give it more systematic attention. The

Mexican study, referred to above, is being summarized for circulation, and

appraisal guidelines are being revised to refer more fully 
to the problem.

The difficulty is always in estimating the costs to the economy of any

particular lowering of standards; the corresponding savings in power system

costs are not difficult to calculate. Even with this difficulty, the Bank

has suggested 2/ that estimates be made, for consideration in connection with

tariffs at system peak, the adequacy of load-shedding arrangements and the

general circumstances of the country, of

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from

adoption of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability

than the one proposed,
and

(b) the corresponding amounts (or additional amounts) of

load shedding that might be required if this lower standard

were applied.

It would seem, in light of the importance of the subject and its significance

in any investment planning, that appraisal reports should indeed give an

explicit statement of "the risk of failure to supply implied in project

proposals", citing the reserve criterion used in planning, and translating

this into a probability distribution for different amounts/durations 
of load

shedding for the particular system in question; with the apparent wide spread

of system planning models now, this should not be difficult, it would present

information in a form directly comparable among countries and projects,

1/ The Bank is considering propagation of one such model itself. See below,

Section 11.

2/ Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff

Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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and its systematic use would soon lead to a better understanding of the
matter and, probably, better planning, more adjusted to the economic circum-

stances of different countries.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Original Recommendation: Distribution standards should be subjected

to the same treatment as mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and

the Bank should encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to opti-

mize distribution standards to local conditions.

Bank ResonMse: The Bank expressed general agreement with these

propositions and, emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties

involved, referred to planned research to be undertaken.

Review of Action: A useful note has been prepared on the aspects

that need to be examined by appraisal and other technical missions,1/ arid

most of the planned research (particularly covering European practices) has W

been carried out. An optimization study, of approximately the nature

suggested in the evaluation report, was caled for by the Bank in connection ?

with the April 1973 loan for the Istanbul Distribution project.

T'he work so far done in or for the Bank suggests that there may be

significant scope for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended

standards in many developing countries, by improvements in system and plant

design; further savings should be possible by lowering the planning standard.

There is considerable interest in this subject within the Bank. It is

envisaged tha_ some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek

scope for reducing the cost of distribution, particularly an East African

review partly stimulated by concern about the possibility of distribution

standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant study focussing

on this aspect has been underway in Ghana, at the initiative of the Ghanaian

authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission to the Bank.

The Bank's Research Committee has authorized an extension of the general

research so far done to include two case studies (one now underway in mexico)

and the preparation of guidelines to judge the adequacy of distribution plans

and the benefits of alternative standards.

6. Urban Context

Original Recommendation: Appraisal and sector reports could usefully

consider power in its urban context and treat explicitly the question of

balance between power and other services and facilities in terms of the quan-

tity and quality of their supply.

1/ Public Utilities Note 4, "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution",

(June 28, 1973).
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Bank Response: The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had
neither the opportunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy

ani quality of other services compared with power and that anyvway these were

not in practice very serious issu:sis, except possibly in rare iastances in

which case they would be given sppcial treatment -- as was beiag done at the

time in a particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans

for different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these

issues would be treated in the Bank' operations at the time of developing

the country lending progran and in discussions with Governments as to appro-

priate projects for Bank consideration.

Review of Action: Several cases of imbalance of urban services,

with power being consistently more plentiful and better in quality than other

services (particularly water), without any clear economic justification, have

been encountered by the Operations Evaluation Department in its work on

completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem has existed,

at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does not continue.

But there is no easy solution, and the evaluation report recommendation was

probably oversimplified. Appraisal is really too late a stage for the subject

to be most usefully considered. More fundamentally, while the "consumer's

view" is very important, it requires sectoral specialists to develop and cost

means of improving the different services to different standards, and no

satisfactory way has yet been found of calculating cost-benefit ratios or

economic returns fully comparable between sectors. Perhaps the best that can

be said is that Bank program officers should be aware that this problem has

arisen in the past and they should try to delve into it a little at the

earliest stage of project consideration by appropriate enquiries about the

relative availability and coverage of different services and plans for their

expansion. 1 s should then enable an appropri ate statement in Presidents

Reports, presenting project: proposals, about the prospects for a reasonab le

balance in scrvice supply.

7. Tariff Structures

Original Recommendation: The Bank should further increase the

attention given in recent years to tariff structures, systematically analyzing

wherever possible the extent to which tariffs charged to different consumer

groups reflect social marginal costs so that deviations may be explicitly

justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxation of inelastic consumers,

(b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because of resultant economic

benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

Bank Response: The Bank accepted this recommendation and planned

research, case studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it

stressed, as an obstacle to progress, the shortage of qualified people in the

Bank and in borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

Review of Action: With the aid of consultants the Bank has

produced research papers 1/ of particularly high quality in this area,.

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of

Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1974) and

Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,

1974); also Public Utility Note 14, "Incremental Cost Pricing for Utilities"
(Ja..Luary 16, 1975).
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.eucas studies (in Sudan and Tunisia) and prepared Lth guidulinv's

Cuvisoind.1/ Doe sp 1i: pointA raisod i~n tbe uvaluation report recurmnedv-

tn now ipear to be vry gencro ly aciepted. Virnua.y all ippraisnis of

power projects now include some treatment of Lhe borrower's t'rif' structLur,

td the bank has increasingly r ised auesties aOut major deviatons betweve

chiarps to particul r coninmer groups and the costs o supply them, and

itself studied them in dutail or calHeO for thuir review by consultants and

borrowers (fur instance in Burnn, Sudan, Malawi, Syria, Turkey, Al gria,

1celand, in recent years). Actnal adjustment of borrower tariffs in light of

the Bank's new lmpbases in this regard appears to be still in the future, but

iL Ts, for instaine, very much under discussion in the case o I Tunisia. TIle

Bank's analys.s will be further deepaned as the research results are full-y

applicd aO as the ne w approach to eC'LOMiC evaluation of utility projacts

mntioned earl ier comes into general use. The main constraint to morc

frequent analysis of tariff structures against marginal costs appears to have

been the hortagn of appropriate Bank and consultant staff.

8. Shadow Pricas

Or-iBil Re rmn-endsti-In Shadow prices shuld be used in the

ecOnOmRic analysi s & proj ect v Aiity in all appropriate circums tances, and

they may be reflected if necessary in utility tariffs.

Bank Resoons: The Bank agiend that ideally shadoo prices should

be used in bane ne.9.it/noSt analysis, project selection, design, and consructifl

and in the setting of tariffs, although in practice at the time their use was

largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculations

of internal c oncmic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data) and

their use in design and bidding would be difficult in reality.

Review of Action: Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural

electrif~ ion. ame a7 d oT wraif f structures and on economic evaluation

of utility projects do recomeand that shadow prices for foreign exchange,

labor and capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis,

project selectinn, marginal cost pricing and internal economic return calcm-

lations, Actually there has been a widespread recognition of their useful-

ness; shadow prices have been used maitly in the selection of least-cost

alternatives (Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco and Iceland), .in a few instances in

economic return calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost

and tariff reviews (Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies

(Tunisia and Sudan) did not use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance

to these countries -- apparently because of difficulty in obtaining suggested

values from the Bank's country specialists. Finally, shadow prices have not

been included in the documentation provided to consultants responsible for

early selection and design of projects considered for Bank financing.

1/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pr.cing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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Shadou pricOs iay actualy b oJ great 02t pra u to; (- --ini -f(
t1e electri lie Id in C Cr<ft s tis here 1 lure to u M, a !,'henv) 1

4prop i ate cou I L 1 d t o urof I jemmC 0' .i on1 in vie7 of ' Ir c LIr y
hieavy foreign' exhar ge c'mnenrr of r costs -in mnoy teounri C. nC
thiey Vl. I IcomC C mori 0 VL tan t r's the Bik C creses i wurC. o po. eta
The principal need no- Cnsm to be [or :rer i p from cO n i pec i 1IS

in the choice of appropria to vaLues. TIlils problea should be oocasd wii the
decision recently. made by the Bank co undertake a speciaL effort On t nic gn)ra-
tion and application of appropriate shadow prices for selected cofntr,*i s in

each region, as a preliminary step to generalized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Comlanies

OriginalRec.mndation: Examining the power company from the point
of view of the contribution it can make to development, it might be useful to

include regularly in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects
of the company's operations, in view of their importance in connection with
tariffs, procurement, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound
balance among utility services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied
show a very wide diversity of perfonnance in th is respect.

Bank Response: Stressing that all flows between Government and
power company, as well as internal cash generation substituting for Govern-
ment capital contributions, should and could quite easily be considered in
assessment of the fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned
to prepare instructions on this subject.

Review of Action: Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed

for review by operational missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility
Note 5 issued in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the

planned revision of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be
incorporated, and recent appraisal reports on power projects have not included

the proposed special paragraph -- although there appears to be a large amount

of agreement that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecomnunica-

tion project appraisal reports Ihave begun to include such a discussion. The

Bank has continued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting
payment of taxes or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia

and Ghana) and in others recommending or accepting exemption from such

payments as a means to improve company profitability (e.g. Philippines aad

Iceland). More general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have

recently been prepared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not

only those in power.l/ It remains true that a good starting point, not

difficult, would be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various

aggregate flows (or substitutes of flows) between Government (or Governments, in

the case. of countries with federal systems) and power company, perhaps with some

comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the same coun-

try; some consideration might also have to be given to internalized transfers,

e.g. .out of revenues from existing urban consumers to finance investment in rural

connections, a financing form favored in the Bank's report on Rural Electrification.

1/ "Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects", July 1974.
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The Bank states that short guidelines on analysis of power

companies' fiscal contribution are now nearing completion and that the

appaisal checklist is being revised to include a reminder oD this subject.

10. UtiityPerformanceIndicators

Original Recomendation: The Bank should give more systematic

attention to technical and financial indicators of utility performance other

than the overall rate of return on assets, and include in appraisal reports

simple tables showing the trends of selected indicators over past years; in

the case of serious problems, performance targets for the future could be

agreed upon during loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to

ttain them) and regularly checked by project supervision missions.

Bank Re.oinse: The Bank agreed that there were large potential

benefits to be obtained from more systematic use of technical and financial

performance indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more

for purposes of broad comparison between countries, to understand better

existing situations, rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Revicw of Action: Instructions for the systematic use of such

indicators in appraisal reports, calling for presentation of target values,

were issued- in final form in November 1973.1/ Of the projects for which loans

were made in FY 1974, many had been appraised by that time and the appraisal

report only for one (in Algeria) seriously followed the instructions, perhaps

too comprehensively -- insofar as past values are given for 108 different

items, but no targets or projected values are shown. In another, earlier case

an elaborate "Plan of Action" was developed for the improvement of a borrowing

utility in particular difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399-IND of May
1973) and was presented in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive

Directors' request during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report

after one year was circulated to the Directors in mid-1974. The "Plan of Action"

gave time targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but

no numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except

for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater

use of efficiency indicators and tarects would be useful in Bank power opera-

tions, and a growing convergenceof view that informal agreement with the

borrower at the time of loan negotiations on target values for a few (say 10-

15) indicators is worthwhile even when there are not serious problems. Future

appraisal reports may be expected normally to contain such performance indicators.

11. Power Plannin Units

Original Recommendation: The Bank should give more attention in

sector and appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the func-

tional adequacy of utility and national power planning units.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System for

Public Utilities Projects" (November 8, 1973).
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Bank n200020: Pointing oat that planning units nednd to bc
examined for the cdquc of their staff, their t;. Lq "s end their H u-
eroc, the Baitk agrd that is s san aca requi2ing consLoen priority
Guielines espV 0asii these pm nts were to be precr d.

Re)! ofT Aion: In the event it was dacioed not to prepare full
guidelines sp-cifically on this subject but to include coverage of it in nh'
Guidelines for Piwer Sector Studies&1/ Appraisal and sector missions havc
normally given attention to the plaouing units, but their wwaknesscs are
seldom subject to quick solution, althou h t02 possibility of major progross
is illustrated by the number of compnies Mhich have moved over timc from
heavy reliance on consultants to doing almost all. t own p- cini '1 ?!xc
of a most specialized type (e.g. in Ti Oland, Ghana, Tunisia, Algeri- and
Morocco).

The Bank is constantly on the lookout for opportunities to belp
strengthen local planning units -- cecking consultait terms of referpnce
for feasibility studies to see that they includ traiaing xoerever suitable
counterparts are available, intonding Lto adopt an upt il gtneraion e xn-
sion planning program developed for I'E 2/ to use by borrovers, includi.,g
funds in loans for development of planning uiits wherever appropriae andt
now, for instance, actively considering a project in Liberia largely oriented
to this specific purpose.

12. Trani=g

Qri:inal Recommendation: The Bonk should systematically conrider
the need s for trainig and opportunitics for promoting and assisting it, i%
project appraisals and reviews of consultant terms of reference,

Bank Response- This paint vas agreud to by the Bank, and covered
Iby the Bank's general guidelines and memuranda on training in Bank/IDA
projects.

Review of Action: Indeed, training has received in recent projects
frequent and full attention, and substantial Bank funds in some cases
(Indonesia, Papua and New Guinea), Preparation of notns to help missions
better assess the adequacy, efficiency and economy of training programs is
envisaged.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 5, of November 20, 1973.

2/ International Atomic Energy Authority: the Wien Automatic System' \
Planning Package (WASP).



1 I 02711 GO_ >. e o ggig: Dept mrv1nt c vddr

rfmin nceaulC. : r rm g systems a-" proceures, parice-
Trly Wvth ra'>rd to crab flow plauing, Voich nhd additi.i) emphasis.

BnkI Iere 7a: The Bank strosaEd n thie required Lo installelfe ct 04 i. rvm W in acuconig systems and financial planni 

tMchniquos, and it r sustced that he problcm &ight bn lso in diagnosis
than in iollow-up on improvorents proposod m 2reed. To facilitate won Wi
envisaugd the prcparsion of standard fin-, :il anne forum s for appyrisal.
reports and mor supervision uffort in thit field.

Revi1w of on: ThO stadard financial formats have not yet
bcmn a", rpervson in this area Las continued to receive
emphaqis, espneially in cascs Where particular problums are cncounternd as,
for iVs nve, iron recently. In so C eU tCOWShCre May he opportunity fo
econonizlng MRno staff rcsourcs by ;renter contac with, and reliance on,
borrowcl s' auditors,/i but the scope kor this is severely limited by the
scarcity of gooi auditors. As regards cash flow planning, preparation of a
periodically revised foccasL is gunsrally inclided in regular borrowor
reporting Vcquirements WUder Bpnk lending, brt the arsistance of a super-
vision mission is quite often required to h0P prodUCC iW,

14. World Trndr- in PWvr Fi v.in,

Cr. -iQ lon: Ind : in view of the i pomrance of Pict i -W
power in dlvicpnt ivestenI and i dev:lopinog ountries' foreh 1 debi
and of the past predoinance of the Bank in this field and its desir to
diversity its 1cnding incasingly, tho Bank should consider under ing a
systematic review of vrldvide trends in capiral requirements for poaer in
the developing countries and of prosp-cts for financiag from other sources,
to provide a pcrspctive whici' would complemcnt country and sector considera-
tions in planning power lending,

Bank btcgploc: The Bank agreed with this sggestion in principlc
but point- out -that staff constraints would not permit investing in the
subject the fairly significant amount of staff time that would be necessary,

Revien of Action: In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on
its member countries the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at
the global level 2/ and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general

1/ The Bank did recently issue a useful note on financial auditing: Public
Utility Guidelines 9, "Illustrative Audit Report for a Power Company"
(November 15, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8,
1974).
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coasiderations relevant to estimation of future requirements for investmeat

i- alectric power.l/ Insofar as the recent changes in relative fuel prices 

trnd to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy in

vzeraI important respects, than previously, although generating plants

of higher capital cost are likely to have to be built, capital reqiu re-

ments for electric power, vhich have long accounted for a remarkably

large part of loan financing between countries and internationally 2/,, May

now become even more important. However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans

foresee lending for power in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real

terms as in FY 1969-73 (about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such

lending would constitute 12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming

period, compared with 18% in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the

-feasibility and implications of this divcrgence in treads and to help

effective implementation of the Bank's policy and program, renewed thought

is being given to a more detailed investigation along the lines suggested

in the evaluation report.

15, Sales of Participat ions in Bank Lons

Original Recommvndation: If a situation recurs such as that in

1967-68 when the Ban, decired to use Joint Financing to make up for short-

ages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries, th'n

serious conisideration should be given to making arrangements with supplier

countries whereby funds available for export financing might be used to buy

participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to contracts son

by their nationals.

Bank Resp onso and Action: Although consideration was given to

financial arrangements of this sort in conmection with one lean, the point

has not been of general relevance in the last few years insofar as the Bask

has not had difficulty in raising funds directly. Sales of participations,

which enjoy the adv'antage of considerable idmlinistrative simplicity coTpared
with most joint financing arrangements, may possibly become relevant as one

channel for applying the surpluses of oil-exporting countries to developmcnr.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Origjnal Recomendation: Analysis of the Bank's financing of

local procurement of electrical equipmcnt and of the contribution such

financing has made to the growth of efficient domestic equipment industry

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher

Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation reort, IBRD Report No. Z-17, "Operations

Evaluation Report: Electric Power".
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w-uld be useful for future policy. Second, a more thcorough study of the
economic validity of the Volta River Project in Ghana mighL be worthwhile.

Review of Action': The Operations Evaluation Department has not
had the time to pursue either of these studies to date. Doubts about the
aspects of the Volta River Project questioned in the evaluation have
remained and perhaps deepened, but in connection with new projects the Bank
is now giving considerable attent-ion to possible resettlement problems,
ecological side effects and contractual terms between local authorities and
international mineral concerns, so that further study of the Volta project
might make only a limited contribution to strengthening Bank policy. The
review of actual experience with the financing of loca.l procurement would
still seem worthwhile for execution. as soon as the resources of tlie Opera-
tions Evaluation Department pernit,

17. Central Power ITStitutne T

Owriginal2-1cconen:ion: 'Ihe Bank should, wherever circumstances
in a country permit, encourage development of a strong central institution
in the power sector through uhith i mfiht later channel lending in a
sector progra: manr (as in the t few yerc with GEE in hexico),
Experience suggests th - such an inL iuti1n (not necessarily implying
regioaal iner con-,t ons) is ess tiol in order to develop (a) sound and
x.el-coordinated invstet planing (b) bal1nced plan implmentation
among regions, and (c) Ceffective a11 econeminca1 use of other sourccs of
forci -in financi-ng such as suppier crI its.

The eBpITh Bank u as generally in agreement with tVis
r econmendcJai 'ery ucin irne i, and! indeed drawing on, its ow rt
successful exeieue n ir y s in this field.

Rcv ieuOf:T n h conhinued to try to -reinforce cstab-
lished institut ions of this t ype (eg. in Brazil), to assist the developmernt:
of newly created ones (e.g. in Indenos Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), and to
encourage thi' r emergence in other countries (e.g. India, Yugoslavia, Camerron
and Morocco), largely for the immrovrm nts in electricity dexelopment planrng
and policy teat this should make pass i c . Relevant studies are bcai started,
wholly or partly at: Bnk request, in Colotbihia and Iceland. Probably the
suggested sector-lending, approach, ex:cluding detailed Bank appraisal of
project components and therefore L) -e eco-oy;&a a staff time on thtese
aspects, could be applied more widely in countries where basically satis-
factory centrfl institutions of the type described have now been in
existence for a number of yeare; a credit now envisaged for rural electri-
fication in India would necessarily be of this type, although any potential
staff time savings have in this case been more than taken up by sectoral
issues rnd the problems of establishing a relacionship with a beneficiary -D 0
agency new to the Bank Group] The practical relevance of a t-savaA
sector-lending course depends in part on the amount of financial resources
the Bank is prepared to put into power lending (see discussion under point
14 above) because the smaller it is the better it may be to ration it
around in such a way as to carry a ma'ximum of "technical assistance" from
the Bank Group,

'0
A.,,,,fe5~p



line a major co10r Spo b iro CI U&Nm control o. g7n ration,

nk J TIg that this poiyt was relevant in

Review oAATtion: WIle th- 7Ban-k l ae very usvful contribu-
tions in Qhis dirito iearie-, y-,s n he ncpl Wer this erphasis is

bocoming rrr nou willh the raalz1a tW. all -A1tctASpis n. myn,

cities u-1 regiv1s and with the grwth cf nation I bull upply

assuring ganrion and traoasicin. We cote vqere thQ Bank has bvpen

trying to help resolve problums of MPHde juridiction in a xelatively
small area hai bea lstanbul, in connuction vith a loon approved in Lh,,

first half of 197M

19. Ins? C:! io Mi L lin2 DLlay

Origina peeme aLxn s inatioh of casus uhere Ube BAMk
he! d up iy t prospCe tive borTower of Certain
iustituticnal co jitions rh, n ihaL We Book has Pometnmas mado maju..

contrlbutions to ntIttional Erf .g 'I inA in this way but pare inAtAncos2

I:h'reit i-, O'ubLiv whe r the Q4y c raly worthAhile, par1ly

benauce thoy proved costly and pnrtly Nn:u eof doubt either as to whether

the object ve sougWa was impormaanw nou to warrant this cost or ;s to W ,

effcctive the Bank acon was in causlng the chang that finlly The -

valur of withholdng loans has to be treated on a pragmatic aeyas
basis, Wring in ind costs a-4 pt1ntial benefits of deays as Zor< I s-
able at the moment of decision; ,en!rY rules cannot be established,

POViOW of ACHiOn: Delays iN pouer Raduing appear to have been
fairly limited in Khe past two years and cound assessment of the delayA

that Lava occurrod -- principally on the loan for the Elbistan power plbnt

in Turkey and on a planned loon for poper development in Suden -- woul-'
require more study than is possible here. There may still be rnom for

more frequent and systematic consideration, when delays are in prospecL,
of bow long a delay (with its consequent costs, for instace of p-wer
shortage or higher-cost generation) ma~y be warranted in the interests of

any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

OrigJinal,_Recommmndaton: The rather frequent recurrence of

substantial cost overruns on projects studied, especially in some
countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be worthwhile of the
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spcoializad consultant firms that the Bank has sometiaes hired in recent
years in check project cost estimates, especially for major civil engnevrng
wor" S.

Bank Respoos c: The BaNk agreed with this recommendation, for
appropriate circumstances, and planned in particulor a paper on cost overruns
on projects involving substantial tunnelling which would contain specific
guidelines in this respect.

Review of Action: The paper was produced I/ and, more generally,
there now appears to be a wide awareness in the Bank of the advalntag! in
some cases of having detailed rcvisions of cost estimates by specialized
consultants. This fairly xpepsive technique has actually been applicd only
to one project approvecd in FY 1974 -- the Kafue project in Zambia --
for whi.ch it appears at present that the original estimates and those of the
specialist consultant (which were actually lower) were about equally close to
the final bids received . to individual specialist was also hired by the Bank
to check the cost estimates on the mining part of the Elbiston project.
Although cost overruns have been a major problem on some projects currently
underway with Bank support, this has been mainly due to general cost-inflation
and it does not seem thaL greater recourse should have been had for projects
approecd in FY 1974 to specialist consultants of the type described,

Conclusions

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the ban,
over the last do years, has accomplishad a large amount of useful anW
appropriate work in research and preparation of policy papers ond goidelicns.
Priorities seem generally to have been correct, What now appear to Nave belen
the more important suggestions -- for instance with regard to the economics
of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution standards -- have,
for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with more
limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -- such as
the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and the suggest&
study of world trends in financing for power -- received much less :
The Bank is undoubtedly closer now than it was two years ago to being able to
assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major dilemmas mentioned
at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the new proposals with
regard to methods of economic justification of public utility projects should
cause several of these issues eventually to be dealt with on a routine basis,

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect
of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have
been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research

I/ Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction,"(January 17, 1974).
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect
of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use
of efficiency indicators andtargets, and standard discussion of fiscal
aspects of power borrowers' opetitions). Only with regard t6"the recommenda-
tions on tariff structures, distribution standards and use ofashadow prices,
among the evaluation report's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevitable time lag, especially in view of the rather
undeveloped nature of many of the original recommendations themselves,
somewhat exacerbated by a shortage of economists in the relevant period to
work on operational application of the ideas emerging from research. Most
of the projects approved for Bank/IDA support in FY 1974 were appraised 9-18
months after the original Evaluation report was issued in final form, but
its appearance had first to be followed by discussion of the validity and
significance of its recommendations and then by continuation or commencement
of work to produce the needed research or, even in the case of the relatively
simple "directly applicable" suggestions, more elaborated instructions. As
regards the projects, they may have been appraised well after the report's
appearance, but initial work on them by the Bank or consultants, even more
by the borrowers, would have started several years before -- and some of the
points raised in the evaluation report really need to come into considera-
tion at those earlier stages of project preparation if they are to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have expected readily visible
widespread reflection of the evaluation report's concerns in actual lending
operations; changes over the last aine months alone show that the situation
is very much evolving.

Other important factors have undoubtedly been the sheer difficulty
of recruiting people with the competence and experience to work on electric
power economics and the partial diversion of available capacity that became
necessary late in 1973 to assess the implications for borrowing countries of
the drastic changes in oil prices that then occurred. These did undoubtedly
hamper the transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effec-
tive review of power appraisal reports from the economic point of view and,
most important of all, practical demonstration, in real cases, of the methods
and procedures proposed. By the end of 1974 the staffing situation seems to
have somewhat improved as a result of both recruitment and reduction of the
work pressures brought by the initial impact of the "energ spirit". But
even when power economics gets it full planned complement o six or seven man-
years under present budgetary cellings, and taking account also of the quite
tight budgetary limits on engineers and financial analysts, resources will not
permit to apply across the board all the innovations and new emphases developed.
Nor should they. To get a good allocation of the resources that are available
the departments responsible are planning to develop a system for early identi-
fication of the key qualitative objectives of lending operations in power. For
this to work effectively as a means for applying and spreading the knowledge that
the Bank has accumulated in areas that were identified in thelevaluation report
as of special importance for development, it will be essential to identify
prospective power lending operations early, rather than, as occasionally happens
now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.
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Qualitative objectives must be determined mainly by the needs 
of

the borrowing utility and, to a small extent, by the Bank's comparative

advantages within the field of power. But as the only part of the United

NaLions significantly involved in!lectric power, the Bank has 
also somewhat

of a special and broad responsibifity. Our impression remainshat the

greatest general need of the borrowers, additional to those 
which the Bank

has long been trying to meet, is still on the side of distribution economics,

so stressed in the principal recommendations of the Evaluation Report, and

tariff structures -- which does not necessarily mean to say that the Bank

should swing its lending heavily toward distribution, although it certainly

seems likely that the share'of distribution in Bank lending and Bank-supported

projects may rise to higher proportions than attained in the early 
1970s,

but it does mean that an ability to provide convincing technical advice in

these fields will be very important. In the last two years the Bank has

made important advances on the economics of rural electrification and it

needs to complement these with further exploration of related issues, like

self-help organization, capital contributions, and distribution standards,

and, particularly, to apply and test in practice the research results already

reached. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-

mentary to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be to

introduce an EDI course in electric power, as is now firmly planned for

FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in

member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly appropriate

functions for the Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system 
in

the power field.



15. Sales of Participatiorein Bank Loans 0

Original Recommendation: If a situation recurs such as that

in 1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to make up for

shortages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular countries,

then serious consideration should be given to making arrangements with

supplier countries whereby funds available for export financing might

be used to buy participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related

to contracts won by their nationals.

Bank Response and Action: Although consideration was given to

financial arrangements of this sort in connection with one loan, their

applicability more generally has not been actively explored with export

credit agencies given the context of substantial funds available for

purchasing IBRD bonds and the fact that some change in the legal power of

such agencies would probably be necessary. However, official export

credit agencies have provided very large amounts of direct financing for

Bank-assisted projects - in the neighborhood of $2 billion for projects

(in all sectors) approved over the five years FY 1969-74 - almost entirely

on a 'parallel financing' basis. Participation in IBRD loans has the

advantage of considErable administrative simplicity compared with most

other co-financing arrangements, but its appeal to authorities responsible

for promoting exports may be lessened by the appearance that funds so used

do not finance additional exports and by the relative anonymity of the

arrangement.
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linarcia analysn , rcsources will noL pcrmit to apply across the boird all

the innovations and new emphases developed. Nor should they, To get a good

allocation of the resources that are available the departmeas responsibl uae

planning to develop a system for early identification of the key qualitative

objectives of lending operations in pow:r. For this to work uffectively as

& means for applying and spreading the knowledge that the Bank has accumu-

Iaed n Preas that oere identified in the evaluation report as of special

importaoce for development, it will be ('sential to ident ify prospecive

power Is ding operatioas early, rather than, as occasionally happens now, to

bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.

Qualitative objectives must be determinad mainly by the needs of

the horiowing utility and, to a sall et ent, by the Bank's compa;:ative

advanta s within the field of poer. BuLt as the only part of the Uated

Nationsi significantly involved in elec ric power,.the Bank 0 as no

K a special and broad responsibility, Our ipression remais a. the

graat g 
' >eral need of the borrowers, additional to those which the BaYn

h~s lon been trying to memt, is still on the side of distritmvion ac-- cs,

co stressed i".h" prsincipalreoenddtions of the Evaluation Report .

tariff stroctre s -- whrich docs not necessarily wean to say tat the Ln'

should sin i ts lending heavily towalrd distribution, althoug it cer taily

seem liel y t. Lthe share of distribution in Bank lendin' and Bark-s sperd

proj ct pay ri a to higher proportions than attained in the early 100s,

but it does meau that an ability to provide convincing technical advice Q

these ficids wl 1 be very important. In the last two years the Bank has

made irportanz advances an the economics of rural electrification nd i

needs to cOMT een nt these with further erploration of relawd issues, 1ike

self-holp orga'zsaLion, capital contributions, and distvbutica staudaid s,

and, p rticularly, to apply and test in practice the research results alreay

rearhed. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-

meataiy to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be jO

introduce an EDT course in electric power, an is now firmly planned for

FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in

member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly nppropriate

functions for che Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system in

the power field.
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r aults (as for sysreis extensie s and new connection policies) or in respect
of pimpmntatLi on of tihie few di rect Piprovemens proposed (su :u as wide use
oY effiCiency indicaton'and tarn;ets, and sL)ndard discussion of f.iscal
a--ec s of power borrowers, operations). Only with regard i:a the recommenda~
t-' ns on toriff struc tuireo, disrribution standards and use of .ihadow prices,
Piaong the evaluation repert's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevitable time lag, especially in view of the raeher
undevelop, ed natOre of many of the original rcconmendations themselves,
somewhat exace-rated by a shortage of economists in the relevant: period to

-work oit operatLi onal application of the ideas energing from research. Most
of the projects approd for Bonk/IDA support in i.' 1974 were apprais'd 9-18
months afrer the original Evaluation report was issuad in final form, but
its appearance had first to be folloed by discussion of tIhe validity and
signific Once of its recommendations and then by continuation or commeneement
of worlk to pro(usc the need research or, even in the case of the relat
simpl e "dIrectly applica" uestio, more eiaoorated instructions, As
regards she projects, they vy have been app-raised well after the report's
a pp r'anc, but initial wor on them by the bank or con-sul tants, even more
by the borrowers, would have scarted saeral years before -- and. some of te
points raised in the (voluation report really need to coma into considera-
tion at thase earlier sLages of project preparation i' they aie to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have eOxected readily visible
widespread ret)Flection ol the evaluation report's concerns in a'tual lnAding
operations; changes over the last nine months alone show that the situation
is very much evolving,.

Another 5 inortant . or, especiallyin ^ -rcer---p- d studled
the sec cn harl of FY 1974 -- as undoubtedly been ae short age of ecoomis ls
in the hank to nark on poaer rojects and the pprtiol diversion of efforL
that bcc.-iae nlecessary Iatc iT 1973 to assess the r Dlicalti ons for brrowin
countries of tohe drastic che ges in oil prices the/ then occurred. Review
of the staff situation Sgg:sts that the economie/man-ycars effectively
devoted to direct operatto al work in electric power in fact fell from about
three in FY 1972 to only ;pout tao in FY 1974, partly for shortege of staiif
and partly because what p blic utility econormists are available in reveral
Regions have tended to b used primarily for cork on water supply. As of
July 1974 as many as half of the six economist/ positions that could have
been considered to be p incipally for power w rk (including research) were
vacant. Several depar mets seem to have fou id it very difficult to recruit
people with the comnpeence and experience to uork on electric power econimics.
As regards the "cnergr crisis", it did undo tedly hamper the transposition
of research results 'nto practical guidelii *s, effective reviaw of power
appraisal reports f om the economic point: f view and, most important of all,
demonstration in t e field of the methods and procedures proposed.

As of t e end of 197- the staf ing situation seems to have
improved, so far more by reduction of t e work pressures brought by the
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